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Preface
Since the invention of the integrated circuit some forty years ago, engineers and researchers
around the world have worked on how to put more speed, performance and value onto smaller
chips of silicon. By the end of this decade (2010) we at Intel want to reach the goal of 10 billion
transistors on a single chip. This is a big challenge. Today we continue to break barriers to reach
this goal. This issue (Q2, 2002, Vol. 6 Issue 2) of the Intel Technology Journal gives a detailed
look into the exciting advances in the areas of transistor architecture, interconnects, dielectrics,
lithography, and packaging.
This past year there have been many recent fundamental breakthroughs, particularly in five
areas. Here we summarize some of those breakthroughs.
Transistor size: Intel’s research labs have recently shown the world’s smallest transistor, with a
gate length of 15nm. We continue to build smaller and smaller transistors that are faster and
faster. We've reduced the size from 70 nanometer to 30 nanometer to 20 nanometer, and now to
15 nanometer gates.
Manufacturing process: A new manufacturing process called 130 nanometer process
technology (a nanometer is a billionth of a meter) allows Intel today to manufacture chips with
circuitry so small it would take almost 1,000 of these "wires" placed side-by-side to equal the
width of a human hair. This new 130-nanometer process has 60nm gate-length transistors and
six layers of copper interconnect. This process is producing microprocessors today with millions
of transistors and running at multi-gigahertz clock speeds.
Wafer size: Wafers, which are round polished disks made of silicon, provide the base on which
chips are manufactured. Use a bigger wafer and you can reduce manufacturing costs. Intel has
begun using a 300 millimeter (about 12 inches) diameter silicon wafer size, up from the previous
wafer size of 200mm (about 8 inches). 300 millimeter is the size of a medium pizza in the United
States, up from the previous size of a small pizza!
Lithography: Lithography is the technology used to ‘print’ intricate patterns that define circuits on
silicon wafers. With our extreme ultraviolet (EUV) program, we've made a fundamental
breakthrough in the area of lithography. EUV lithography is the technology that allows printing of
lines smaller than 50nm. A few years ago, we realized that the light spectrums we were using
were no longer scalable. We needed the shorter wavelengths of extreme ultraviolet beams. But
rather than magnifying the beam through a glass lens as before, we now use mirrors. About five
years ago we launched the industry consortium for EUV, and this year we demonstrated the first
EUV using mirroring techniques.
Packaging: A silicon chip is useless without its package. The package delivers the power the
chip needs and transfers all the information into and out of the chip. BBUL ("Bumpless Build-Up
Layer") packaging is a new microprocessor packaging technology that has been developed by
Intel. It is called bumpless because, unlike today's packages, it does not use tiny solder bumps to
attach the silicon die to the package wires. Instead of having the die on top, the die is embedded
in the package. It has build-up layers because the package is "grown" (built up) around the silicon
die rather than being manufactured separately and bonded to it. This package is smaller,
improves package inductance characteristics, and is better for multi-chip packaging.
The seven papers in this Q2, 2002, issue of Intel Technology Journal discuss the details on
fundamental advancements of silicon process and manufacturing, including improvements in
current technologies of 130nm logic technology, manufacturing using 300mm wafers, flash
memory, digital CMOS integrated with analog RF signal elements, and next-generation
advancement underway in lithography, transistor structure, and packaging technologies.

Foreword
The semiconductor industry has made phenomenal progress since Robert Noyce invented the integrated
circuit over 40 years ago. The fundamental driver has been the continued shrinking of feature sizes,
allowing the exponential growth in device count that tracks the well-known Moore’s Law first formulated
by Intel co-founder Gordon Moore. Shrinking feature sizes allow more transistors to be packed onto a
piece of silicon, with each one running at higher speeds. This combination translates into more computing
capabilities, ultimately delivering better value to the end user. This exponential trend has driven the
amazing computing and communications revolution that is profoundly changing our world. By most
measures, the industry has progressed further than anyone imagined even as recently as 10 years ago.
Making these increasingly dense and varied integrated circuits requires progress in many disciplines. New
transistor materials and structures are required in order to meet new performance, speed and power
objectives. New types of interconnect are required to speed signal transmission between devices.
Lithography–the process of printing the intricate patterns on silicon–must break new barriers as feature
sizes become ever smaller. Packaging also must become much more sophisticated to meet ever more
stringent thermal management, power delivery, interconnect density and integration requirements. And all
of these goals must be achieved in a cost-effective manner amenable to high-volume manufacturing.
Intel has been at the forefront of our industry since our founding in 1968, and today holds a leadership
position with high-performance microprocessors, dense flash memories, and the ability to manufacture
these very complex products in high volume. This issue of the Intel Technology Journal describes Intel's
state-of-the-art logic and flash-memory technologies and how some of the key technology elements will
evolve in the near future.
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ABSTRACT
Transistor gate dimensions have been reduced 200X
during the past 30 years (from 10µm in the 1970s to a
present-day size of 0.06µm). The transistor and feature
size scaling have enabled microprocessor performance to
increase exponentially with transistor density and
microprocessor clock frequency doubling every two
years. In this paper we describe Intel’s latest 130nm
CMOS logic technology used to make high-performance
microprocessors >3GHz.

INTRODUCTION
For more than 30 years, MOS device technologies have
been improving at a dramatic rate [1-6]. A large part of
the success of the MOS transistor is due to the fact that it
can be scaled to increasingly smaller dimensions, which
results in higher performance. The ability to consistently
improve
performance
while
decreasing
power
consumption has made CMOS architecture the dominant
technology for integrated circuits. The scaling of the
CMOS transistor has been the primary factor driving
improvements in microprocessor performance. Transistor
delay times have decreased by more than 30% per
technology generation resulting in a doubling of
microprocessor performance every two years. Recently,
chip performance has also come to be limited by back-end

RC delay if low-resistance metal lines or low dielectric
constant interlayer dielectrics are not used.
In this paper we describe Intel’s 130nm logic technology
that features 60nm gate length and 1.5nm gate-oxide
transistors for high-performance and low-k interdielectrics
with six layers of Cu interconnects. We first discuss
transistor scaling. Next, we present data from our 130nm
technology on 60nm transistors and copper interconnects
with low-k Fluorinated SiO2. We conclude with static
random access memory (SRAM) and microprocessor
performance data.

TRANSISTOR SCALING OVERVIEW
Transistor scaling has been the key driving force behind
the rapid increase in microprocessor clock frequency.
Figure 1 shows the scaling trend of clock frequency. The
technology target for the 130nm node was to produce
microprocessors at >3GHz.
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Figure 2: Cross-section drawing of a CMOS transistor
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Two primary factors set the transistor speed and hence
microprocessor clock frequency for a given design:
transistor channel length and gate-oxide thickness (Figure
2). To reach the >3GHz goal, circuit simulations show that
60nm gate length and 1.5nm gate-oxide thickness are
required for the 130nm technology node. The 60nm
transistor requires a significant acceleration of the
transistor feature size relative to the technology and light
source.
Figure 3 shows the trends of these key feature sizes
versus technology generation. The 130nm technology
node was designed for the fabrication of Intel Pentium® 4
microprocessors in high-volume manufacturing. Once the
Pentium 4 chip architecture is set, the transistor speed
required for 3GHz operation can be determined. To obtain
a clock frequency of >3GHz, it was determined that a
1.3mA/µm transistor saturation drive current would be
needed. This value of drive current is significantly higher
than the value in our 180nm technology (~1.0mA /µm).
60nm transistors with 1.5nm physical oxide thickness will
allow for CV/I close to 1ps (Figure 4) and saturation drive
current of 1.3mA/µm (Figure 6). This drive current is the
highest to date in high-volume production. Key to
obtaining the high drive current is high channel mobility.
The channel mobility decreases at higher effective oxide
fields for the smaller feature size technology. The electron
mobility is shown in Figure 5. The electron mobility is on
the universal mobility curve even though the physical
thickness of the oxide is only 1.5nm.
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Figure 3: Technology feature size, wavelength light
source, and transistor gate size vs. technology node
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technology generation
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Table 1: Layer pitch, thickness (nm) and aspect ratio

Electron Mobility (cm 2/V s)
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Source: Intel Technology
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Figure 5: Electron mobility vs. effective vertical
electrical field
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Process Flow and Technology Features
Front-end technology features include shallow trench
isolation, retrograde wells, shallow abrupt source/drain
extensions, halo implants, deep source/drain, and cobalt
salicidation. Figure 7 shows a front-end cross section of
the technology. The minimum pitches and thicknesses for
the technology layers are summarized in Table 1. The
rules enable a 2.0 um 2 6-T SRAM cell (1.22 x 1.64 um).
Figure 8 shows a top-down scanning electron micrograph
(SEM) of the polysilicon gate conductor and the Metal 1
connections. The interconnect technology uses dual
damascene copper to reduce the resistances of the six
layers of interconnects. Fluorinated SiO2 is used as an
inter-level dielectric (k is measured to be 3.6).

Figure 8: Top-down SEM of polysilicon gate conductor
and Metal 1 connections

TRANSISTOR FEATURES
(a) Gate Length Dimension: Figure 9 shows a crosssectional transmission electron micrograph (TEM) for a
transistor with a 60nm gate length and straight poly-Si
sidewall profile as opposed to the notched poly used in
the 180nm node [6]. Straight sidewall gates were chosen
at the 130nm node since the source drain extension does
not have to diffuse under the notch, thus allowing for
shallower junctions to be fabricated.
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Figure 11: Mobility vs. effective electric field

Figure 9: TEM cross section of 60nm NMOS
(b) 1.5nm Physical Gate-Oxide: In order to achieve high
drive current and minimize short channel effects, a gateoxide process with a 1.5nm physical thickness was
developed that meets performance, reliability, and
manufacturability criteria (Figure 10). High-electron and
hole mobilities are required to achieve high linear drive
current, which can be missed in technology optimization,
since transistor linear current is not reflected in a simple
CV/I metric. Concerns have been raised that in ultra-thin
oxides, gate-electrode-to-oxide interface scattering and
high fixed charge due to nitridation reduce mobility. The
measured mobility dependence on the effective oxide
field, shown in Figure 11, demonstrates that high-electron
and hole mobilities can be achieved for well-optimized
gate oxides with a thickness of 1.5nm.

Poly Si Gate Electrode

(c) Well-Halo and SD-Extension Engineering: A simple
but ineffective way to offer high-saturation drive current
at small gate lengths is to use high well-doping to raise
the threshold voltage to control short channel effects.
This approach offers low CV/I but does not improve
product performance, for two reasons. First, the linear
drive current will be significantly degraded (saturated
drive current is not degraded at a fixed IOFF due to high
drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL)). Second, the high
well-doping leads to increased threshold voltage
variations due to gate length variation (present in the
range of +/- 10% LGATE for a modern technology). In this
work we use retrograde wells, and low-energy, high-angle
abrupt halo implants with shallow junctions formed by
low-diffusion processing to control short channel effects.
Figure 12 shows the N-channel threshold voltage versus
gate length resulting in a linear threshold voltage of 300
and 270mV at a gate length of 60nm for the high- and lowthreshold devices, respectively. From Figure 12, DIBL for
the 60nm NMOS devices is measured to be <100mV/V for
high- and lo w-threshold devices. Similar results have
been achieved for p-channel devices.

1.5nm Oxide
Silicon Substrate
Figure 10: TEM of 1.5nm physical gate oxide
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High VT saturation drive currents are 1.14mA/um for Nchannel and 0.56mA/um for P-channel devices (Figure 13).
Low VT drive currents are 1.30mA/um for N-channel and
0.66mA/um for P-channel devices (Figure 14). Subthreshold slopes for both N-channel and P-channel highand low-threshold devices remain well controlled at less
than 85mV/decade at LGATE=60 nm (Figure 15). The
ION/IOFF ratio remains high for the aggressively scaled
power supply voltage of 1.4V (Figure 16). Table 2 shows
the transistor ION and IOFF at 0.7 and 1.4 V.
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Figure 12: VTN vs. LGATE
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Figure 16: ION Vs IOFF (VDD=1.4V)
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ILD = Fluorinated SiO2

Table 2: ION and IOFF at 0.7 and 1.4V VDD

DEVICE

VDD
(V)

IOFF (N)
(nA/um)

ION (N)
ION(P)
(mA/um) (mA/um)

Low VT

1.4

100

1.30

0.66

High VT

1.4

10

1.14

0.56

Low VT

0.7

20

0.37

0.19

High VT

0.7

2

0.32

0.16

In a modern microprocessor with six layers of
interconnects, transistor loads are comprised of >50%
interconnect capacitance.
To obtain high product
performance it is necessary to provide transistors with
more than low CV/I; you also need high saturation and
linear drive currents. Figure 6 shows the recent trend of
saturation drive currents for Intel’s process technologies.
This work extends the trend to offer the highest drive
current to date of 1.30mA/um for low-threshold N-channel
devices.

INTERCONNECTS
Chip performance is increasingly limited by the RC delay
of the interconnect as the transistor delay progressively
decreases while the narrower lines and space actually
increase the delay associated with interconnects. Using
copper interconnects helps reduce this effect. This
process technology uses dual damascene copper to
reduce the resistances of the interconnects. Fluorinated
SiO2 (FSG) is used as an inter-level dielectric (ILD) to
reduce the dielectric constant; the dielectric constant k is
measured to be 3.6. Figure 17 is a cross-section Scanning
Electron Micrograph (SEM) image showing the dual
damascene interconnects.

Aspect Ratio
(T/W) = 1.6

Figure 17: Cross-section SEM image of a processed
wafer
Table 1 lists the metal pitches. The pitch is 350nm at the
first metal layer and increases to 1200nm at the top layer.
Metal aspect ratios are optimized for minimum RC delay
and range from 1.6 to 2. The first metal layer uses a single
damascene process, and tungsten plugs are used as
contacts to the silicided regions on the silicon and polysilicon. Unlanded contacts are supported by using an
Si3N4 layer for a contact etch stop. Copper interconnects
are used because of the material’s lower resistivity. The
advantage is seen in Figure 18, where the sheet resistance
is shown as a function of the minimum pitch of each metal
layer and compared to earlier results from 180nm
technologies using Al [6] and Cu [6]. The present
technology exhibits 30% lower sheet resistance at the
same metal pitch due to the use of Cu with high aspect
ratios. The total line capacitance is 230fF/mm for M1 to
M5 and slightly higher for the top layer.
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Figure 20: Inverter delay (PMOS IOFF = 10nA/um)
Power consumption is a growing concern for highperformance microprocessors with increasing clock
frequency and transistor count. The best way to reduce
power is to operate at a low supply voltage. Figure 21
shows that by improving device matching and eliminating
defects that cause device mismatches, an 18Mb SRAM
fabricated in this technology can operate at voltages of
down to 0.5V. A metric, which comprehends both power
and speed, is the energy-delay product. Figure 22 shows
the estimated NMOS energy-delay product for a large
number of published devices and for the devices reported
in this paper. As evident from Figure 22, the NMOS
energy-delay product is better than the published
industry trend.

2000

Figure 19: RC delay for a wire length of 1mm as a
function of layer pitch

Performance Metrics
Figure 20 shows measured inverter gate delay versus nchannel off-state leakage for an unloaded ring oscillator
(fan out =1) operating at 1.4V at room temperature. PMOS
off-state leakage is fixed at 10nA/um for these devices.
The delay per stage at 1.4V falls below 6psec when the
off-state leakage is about 10nA/um.
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Figure 18: Sheet resistance as a function of layer pitch
To benchmark the performance of interconnects, Figure 19
shows the RC delay in picoseconds per millimeter of wire.
Data for each metal layer are shown as a function of the
minimum pitch at that layer. For a given pitch, 50%
reduction in RC is achieved by using Cu interconnects
and FSG ILD.
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Figure 21: SRAM operation vs. voltage
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Figure 22: Energy-delay product vs. LGATE
An 18 Mbit CMOS SRAM, Pentium III and Pentium® 4
microprocessor were fabricated and used as yield and
reliability test vehicles during the process development.
Figure 23 shows the die photo of the Pentium 4 in the 0.18
and 0.13um technologies. The SRAM and microprocessor
die yields are equivalent or better than past technologies
at this point of time relative to ramping in high-volume
manufacturing. The performance of the Pentium 4
processor is measured using the maximum clock
frequency of operation. Figure 24 shows the schmoo plot
for the Pentium 4, i.e., the maximum frequency as a
function of voltage. At an operation voltage of 1.4V, the
present design version of the Pentium 4 microprocessor
has a clock frequency of 2.5GHz.

130 nm
Technology

Figure 24: Fmax schmoo plot for the Pentium 4
processor

CONCLUSIONS
A 130nm-generation logic technology has been
developed and is in high-volume manufacturing with
high-performance transistors that can operate in the range
of 0.7 and 1.4 V. The technology performance capabilities
are demonstrated with ring oscillator delays of 6 ps/stage
and with a Pentium 4 processor operating at 2.5 GHz.
The transistors can support microprocessors operating at
>3GHz.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Over 35 years ago, Moore’s Law established the nature of
competition in the semiconductor industry by projecting a
2x transistor density improvement approximately every 18
months. Faced with increasingly challenging process
technology issues, industry leaders such as Intel have
had to achieve increasingly faster yield improvement and
volume production ramps to maintain competitiveness.
The Copy Exactly! methodology, which has been used
since 1992 to transfer technologies and ramp new
factories, has been instrumental in allowing Intel to meet
these challenges.

Moore’s Law

The subject of this paper is the successful extension of
Copy Exactly! to Intel’s first 300mm process technology,
P1260, to achieve rapid yield learning and volume
production. P1260 replicates Intel’s industry-leading
200mm 0.13µm CMOS process in performance, yield,
reliability, and density, with SRAM cell sizes below 2µm2
[1]. Intel has used the Copy Exactly! methodology for
several generations with documented success, and we
present perhaps the most compelling evidence to date of
its utility: accurate replication of an industry-leading
200mm 0.13µm CMOS process on a 300mm wafer size
using a completely new process equipment set.

In 1965, Gordon Moore, then R&D manager at Fairchild
Semiconductor and now Chairman Emeritus of Intel
Corporation, characterized the rate of progress in the
semiconductor industry and arrived at an astounding
conclusion: the density of transistors per integrated circuit
(IC) had been doubling at regular intervals and would
continue to do so indefinitely [2].
The observation, later termed “Moore’s Law,” has been
extremely influential in the semiconductor industry, even
to the point of becoming self-fulfilling. Since Moore’s
Law has accurately predicted past IC growth, it is also
viewed as a method for predicting future trends, setting
goals for innovation, directing the pace of the technology
treadmill, and ultimately defining the nature of industry
competition [3].
Delivering the regular progress dictated by Moore’s Law
in the face of increasingly complex process technologies
requires steady improvements in the pace of yield learning
and volume manufacturing capability. Figures 1 and 2
illustrate this trend for Intel’s process technologies.
Figure 1 shows the steadily increasing rate of production
ramp for each of the last six process generations. Across
these six generations, there has been a 4x increase in the
ramp rate, measured in wafer starts per week per Fab. In
addition, this increase has been achieved across more
Fabs each generation. The net result is a greater than 20x
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These continuously increasing ramp rates and everimproving yield-learning rates have been instrumental in
maintaining Intel’s leadership in the technology race, as
defined by Moore’s Law. There are three primary methods
that enable rapid yield learning and manufacturing ramp.
The first is predictive in-line metrology to shorten the
cycle time for yield improvement feedback. The second is
designing the process for manufacturability and
performance, including using advanced process control
and developing new materials. The final method is the
Copy Exactly! process for transfer and ramp. The first two
methods are discussed in detail elsewhere [4]. This paper
focuses on Copy Exactly!.
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increase in normalized die output in early ramp over the
past six generations. Figure 2 illustrates the rapid increase
in yield-learning trends over the last seven generations.
The graph shows defect learning rates (the y-axis is the
logarithm of defect density, so lower is better) for Intel
technologies from the start of process development
through initial production. There are three key points in
this data. First, the elapsed time from the start of
development to the point of high yield is decreasing with
subsequent technology generations.
Second, the
inflection point, where yield learning slows down, is
occurring at higher yields with subsequent generations.
Finally, the time between new process introductions is
decreasing. The net result is a greater than 5x increase in
normalized good die per wafer at the start of production,
over the past seven generations.

Figure 2: Intel defect density trends

COPY EXACTLY!
Up to Intel’s 1µm process technology, die yields were
becoming increasingly harder to match as processes were
transferred from development to manufacturing facilities.
During the 1µm process transfer, the first production Fab
attempted to copy the development Fab closely while the
second and third Fabs instituted changes (intended to be
process improvements) during transfer. The results,
shown in Figure 3, are striking. The so-called
improvements actually resulted in an up to 10x reduction
in die per wafer compared to the development Fab and first
production Fab.
This phenomenon led to the
development of the Copy Exactly! methodology.
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Figure 1: Intel high-volume production ramp rates
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Figure 3: The birth of Copy Exactly!
The current Copy Exactly! methodology used at Intel is
shown in Figure 4. The key principle behind Copy
Exactly! is that Fabs running a given process technology
strive to be matched in every respect except where
prohibited by hard barriers. Physical inputs, such as
chemical sources and purities, facilities, and hookups are
all derived from the same specifications. Likewise,
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equipment configurations and process recipes are
matched exactly, and monitors that predict yield, reliability,
and performance are all matched to within 1.5σ. Once
matched, changes are coordinated through cross-Fab joint
engineering teams. Audits of equipment configurations
and process monitors are routinely done to ensure
ongoing matching. High-level tactical and strategic
changes are executed in all Fabs under joint engineering
and management structures.

Product:
- Yield
-Reliability

OVERVIEW OF INTEL’S 0.13µ
µ M LOGIC
TECHNOLOGY
Most recently, Intel led the industry in 2001 with the
volume manufacturing ramp of a 0.13µm CMOS
technology featuring 70nm dual Vt transistors, copper and
low k (dielectric constant) interconnects and 2µm2 SRAM
cell sizes [1]. Table 1 summarizes the design rules for this
process technology. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate Pentium III
processor die size and show the relative performance
between this technology and the previous 0.18µm process
generation. The transition from 0.18µm to 0.13µm process
technology yields a greater than 40% increase in product
frequency.
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Equipment/Process:
-Etch/D e p Rates
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-Thicknesses
-Film Comp
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-Facilities
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Figure 6: Pentium III die on 0.13µ m process
®

-Clean room
- Equipment

Layer

Figure 4: Current Copy Exactly! methodology

Isolation

Figure 5 shows the benefit this methodology has brought
since the 0.5µm technology generation. In contrast to the
range of die yields observed in the 1µm generation
without Copy Exactly!, every generation from the 0.5µm
generation to the most recent 0.13µm generation has seen
multiple Fabs started with matched die yields.

Log (Die Yield)

180 nm
(5 fabs)

0.5 µm
µµ
(3 fabs)

0.35 µm
µ
(3 fabs)

Pitch (nm) Thickness(nm) Aspect Ratio

130 nm
(5 fabs)

345

450

-

Polysilicon

319

160

-

Metal 1

293

280

1.7

Metal 2, 3

425

360

1.7

Metal 4

718

570

1.6

Metal 5

1064

900

1.7

Metal 6

1143

1200

2.1

Table 1: Intel’s 0.13µ m CMOS design rules
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Figure 5: Die yield matching with Copy Exactly!
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must be rewritten to accommodate the larger wafers, but
the higher-level goal is that the 300mm process must be
essentially identical to the 200mm process in performance,
reliability, and yield. With a completely new toolset and
recipes that could not be simply copied or scaled, Intel
faced a huge challenge in matching outputs between its
200mm and 300mm technologies. To meet the challenge,
the Copy Exactly! process was adapted. This adaptation
is described in the next section.

300MM COPY EXACTLY!

III Fmax (MHz)

Figure 7: Pentium III performance on 0.13µ m and
0.18µ m processes
®

300mm Wafer-Size Conversion
Intel chose the 0.13µm generation to make the wafer size
change from 200mm (8”) to 300mm (12”). This wafer size
increase is part of an ongoing evolution beginning over 30
years ago with 1” wafers. The key driver for wafer size
increase is cost reduction. The larger wafers provide a
2.25x increase in area and, due to the rectangular die size,
an even larger increase in die per wafer. Manufacturing
costs per wafer scale at less than this rate, so there is an
overall reduction in cost per die at the larger wafer size.
The 300mm wafer size also brought a unique challenge.
For the first time, the wafer size had grown large enough to
pose an ergonomic hazard. A full lot of 300mm wafers
weighs 18 lbs., and manual handling of 300mm wafers is
prohibited due to ergonomic risks. In contrast, a full lot of
200mm wafers weighs 8 lbs. and is much smaller than a lot
of 300mm wafers. 200mm wafer lots are routinely handled
manually.
The requirement for automated and
mechanically-assisted wafer handling posed by the 300mm
wafer size translates into longer cycle times for routine Fab
tasks and ultimately translated into overall delays during
process development.
The principal issue, however, in wafer size conversions is
that the equipment set and process recipes must be
completely changed to support the larger wafer. 300mm
process equipment was selected using a rigorous and
data-based approach. Similarity to the existing 200mm
toolset was not a major factor during equipment selection:
technical capability, cost, extendibility to future
technologies, and productivity were. This selection
process delivered a highly capable and productive toolset
that could be reused for future technologies, but it drove
changes away from well-characterized but less productive
toolsets that had been operating, in some cases, for many
years in Intel Fabs. A state-of-the-art process such as
Intel’s 0.13µm process has several-hundred process steps
using 50-100 unique process tools. For every step, recipes

The development of the 300mm 0.13µm process used a
modified Copy Exactly! process. Because the equipment
was, by definition, different, and facility changes had to be
made to accommodate the new equipment and new wafers,
many of the physical inputs could not be matched. Figure
8 illustrates this. At the physical input level, recipes,
facilities, equipment, and cleanroom were all not matched
to 200mm. At the equipment and process level, many
characteristics could not be matched because the tools
either operated in different regimes from their 200mm
equivalents or were based on different operating
principles altogether.
However, to achieve matched output at the highest level,
matching to 200mm was very extensive in other areas. To a
large extent, chemicals and gases were matched, in some
cases sharing a common distribution system with 200mm.
Recipes were optimized for 300mm based on scaling
200mm recipes wherever possible, matching tool-level
outputs to 200mm wherever possible, and always
matching critical inputs to tools. “Critical inputs” are
defined as those that have an impact on the wafer beyond
their intended process step. For example, temperature in a
thermal oxidation operation is considered a critical input
because, in addition to modulating the film properties (the
intended process step), temperature may also have an
unintended impact on dopant diffusion and activation.
Critical outputs such as film thickness, profiles, and
electrical properties were matched to 200mm within 1.5σ.
Variability was targeted to be equivalent or better than
200mm. The results of applying this methodology are
presented in the next section.
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RESULTS

Module-Level Matching
Figure 9 shows within-wafer matching for a representative
in-line key monitor. Shown here are 200mm and 300mm
wafer maps of gate-oxide thickness. The data show that
300mm wafers have slightly better within-wafer gate-oxide
thickness variation than 200mm wafers.
Figure 10 shows cumulative distributions for back-end Via
resistances for 200mm and 300mm wafers. Via resistance is
an integrated measure of interconnect electrical
performance. As the data show, 200mm and 300mm Via
resistances are closely matched.

x

Figure 9: 200mm/300mm within-wafer gate oxide

99.99%
99.9%

%Cum

We now review several key metrics of our 300mm 0.13µm
process and compare them to the 200mm process. We
begin with module-level data, characterizing the matching
of specific tools or subsets of the overall process. We
then report matching data on transistor and Pentium 4
processor product performance, yield, and reliability. The
data shown are a representative sample of all such
indicators. In general, all data are matched between
200mm and 300mm to a similar degree. Across the board,
the data show excellent matching between the 200mm and
300mm 0.13µm processes.
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Figure 10: 200mm/300mm Via resistance distribution
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show Transmission Electron
Microscope (TEM) cross-sections of 200mm and 300mm
gate electrodes. These are approximately identical, nonminimum gate-length transistors. Profiles and critical film
thicknesses are well matched. Slight differences in the film
conformality and interfaces are evident. These are
unavoidable differences caused by configuration
differences between the 200mm and 300mm tools.
Figure 12 shows a TEM cross-section of the complete 6layer interconnect system. Profiles and thickness are
virtually identical between 200mm and 300mm.
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200mm

300mm

Figure 11(a): 200mm gate electrode TEMs
Figure 11(b) : 300mm gate electrode TEMs

200mm

300mm

Figure 12: 200mm/300mm interconnect TEMs

Performance Matching
Figure 13 shows a basic transistor matching graph
between 200mm and 300mm. Saturated drive current
(Idsat) is plotted against off-state leakage (Ioff) for both
200mm and 300mm NMOS and PMOS transistors. The
data show that the 200mm and 300mm devices are
perfectly matched across a wide range of Ioff.
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Figure 15: Pentium 4 sort frequency vs. standby
current
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Figure 13: 200mm/300mm transistor Ion/Ioff
Figure 14 shows a circuit-level matching metric. The graph
is a cumulative distribution of ring oscillator test circuit
frequencies on 200mm and 300mm wafers. Again, the data
indicate that the circuit operating frequencies are perfectly
matched.

Finally, Figure 15 shows a normalized performance
comparison for the Pentium® 4 product. The graph shows
sort frequency graphed against product standby current.
The 300mm product speed is within 5% of the reference
200mm population, matched to within normal variability.

Yield Matching
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Figure 16 shows normalized die yield for 300mm and
200mm as a function of time. 300mm die yield at the start
of development is lower than 200mm, which is shown
starting after initial ramp. Rapid yield learning, facilitated
by the ability to copy 200mm learning, enabled steadily
improving die yields to the point where 200mm and 300mm
die yields are matched at the point of the 300mm initial
ramp.

1%

Reliability Matching
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Figure 14: 200mm/300mm ring oscillator circuit
frequency

Figure 17 shows a key transistor reliability metric, gateoxide time-to-breakdown. The data are shown as a
normalized distribution function of time-dependent
dielectric breakdown (TDDB) in seconds. Both 200mm
and 300mm are well matched in gate-oxide reliability.
Figure 18 shows a key interconnect reliability metric,
electromigration fail rate. The data are shown as a
normalized distribution function of time-to-fail. Again,
both 200mm and 300mm are well matched.
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and volume manufacturing ramp rate have been
instrumental in maintaining Intel’s technology leadership.
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Figure 16 : 200mm/300mm normalize die yield
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In this paper, we discussed the implementation of Intel’s
industry-leading 0.13µm logic technology on the 300mm
wafer size and associated process equipment. The 0.13µm
process has been ramped to volume production in multiple
factories and on both 200mm and 300mm production lines
at record yields, quality, and ramp rate. Rapid development
of Intel’s first 300mm wafer-size technology, well matched
to the 200mm state-of-the-art process, is a critical
milestone for future competitiveness. The adaptation of
proven Copy Exactly! methods is the key element that
enabled successful conversion to the 300mm wafer size
and sets the stage for Intel’s continued leadership in the
semiconductor industry.
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CONCLUSION
For over 35 years, Moore’s Law has set a rapid pace for
progress in the semiconductor industry. With the
continuously increasing technical challenges for silicon
technology development, increasingly rapid yield learning
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ABSTRACT
The 0.13µm flash memory technology that started highvolume manufacturing in the first quarter of 2002 is the
eighth generation of flash technology since its first
conception and development in 1983. The scaling has
been accomplished by improved lithography capability as
well as many process architecture innovations. In this
paper, the key scaling challenges as well as the key
innovations are presented. It is projected that the current
planar cell structure can be scaled to the 65nm node.
More revolutionary innovations, such as 3D structures,
may be required for the 45nm node and beyond. To lower
cost further, Intel StrataFlash memory technology has
been developed, which stores two bits of information in a
single physical memory cell. The scaling innovations also
allow for the integration of flash memories with highperformance logic for “wireless Internet on a chip”
technology.
These integration challenges are also
discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The in-system update and non-volatile capabilities of flash
memories have enabled it to become the memory of choice
for many emerging markets over time, originally as point of
sales system configurations, then as PC BIOS
components, and today for cell phones and handheld
computing devices [1].
Similar to other memory
TM
flash memory scaling follows
technologies, ETOX
Moore’s law. Figure 1 shows SEM cross-sections of the
memory cells for eight generations of flash memory
technologies. The memory cell size for the first generation
based on 1.5µm lithography was 36µm2, whereas the cell

size for the latest 0.13µm lithography is 0.154µm2. This
represents an over 230 times cell size reduction over the
eight generations. In the same period, the memory density
for peak volume has increased one thousand fold from
64Kb to 64Mb.

Figure 1: Eight generations of flash technology
Although scaling the flash cell is important to achieve die
size reduction or larger memories, the periphery transistors
must also be scaled. Scaling the periphery transistors can
be achieved by reducing the maximum voltages that need
to be supported along with junction engineering and more
advanced lithography and etch capabilities. The process
architecture innovations and scaling of periphery
transistors enables the integration of flash memories with
high-performance logic for “wireless Internet on a chip”
technology. In this paper we review the key process
architecture innovations for scaling, the Intel StrataFlash
memory technology and the key innovations required for
“wireless Internet on a chip” technology. Table 1 outlines
the key innovations for each generation of flash memory.

StrataFlash and ETOX are trademarks of Intel Corporation
or its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries.
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Table 1: Innovations by technology generation
Technology Node

Key Innovation

1.5µm

Established Flash

1.0µm

Isolation rounding reduction for
improved cell gate alignment
Cycling reliability established

0.8µm

Recessed LOCOS

0.6µm

Self Aligned Source
Scaled Array Field Oxide

0.4µm

Negative Gate Erase
Intel StrataFlash memory

0.25µm

Trench Isolation
Salicide

0.18µm [2]

Self Aligned floating gate
Unlanded Contacts
Multiple Periphery Gate Oxides

0.13µm [3]

Channel Erase
Dual Trench
Dual gate Spacer
Wireless Internet on a Chip

FLASH CELL SCALING
Cell size scaling is achieved by scaling critical area
components. Each of the key scaling components is
described. Figure 2 illustrates cell layout and scaling
constraints. A key enabler to scaling is improved line
width and space definition through new lithography at
each generation. Architecture innovations, such as a
number of self-aligned techniques, provide the bulk of the
remaining area reduction.

CELL WIDTH (WORDLINE DIRECTION)
The cell width is determined by the simultaneous
constraints of isolation pitch (isolation and cell active
diffusion); floating gate pitch (endcap, space, and
alignment); and contacted metal pitch (contact size,
contact and metal space, and alignment). Each of these
needs to be scaled in order to scale the cell width.

Isolation Pitch
Two key approaches have been adopted over the last
several generations that have enabled continuous pitch
scaling. The first is the adoption of a dual isolation
scheme where the flash array isolation is decoupled from
the periphery isolation so each can be optimized
independently. This was first introduced in a local
oxidation of a silicon isolation scheme, LOCOS, in the
0.6µm generation. The second key enabler was the
introduction of trench isolation at the 0.25µm node, which
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helped to reduce the active width loss in the device. For
the 0.13µm generation, a dual isolation scheme was
adopted, now called dual trench, where the array trench
was made shallower than the periphery trench for
independent optimization. As before with the dual LOCOS
scheme, the flash cell can be scaled more aggressively
while still meeting the periphery isolation requirements.
At each technology node, improved lithography capability
is utilized. Additionally, improved gap fill capability of
High-Density Plasma (HDP) oxides has been utilized since
the 0.18µm technology node.

Floating Gate Pitch
The correct alignment of the floating gate to the active
area is a very important cell size determinant, and it
becomes more of a constraint as the isolation pitch is
scaled and the floating gate isolation is constrained by the
lithography minimum space capability.
The 0.18µm
technology node introduced a new self-aligned scheme
(Figure 3, left half) where the floating gate is self-aligned
to the isolation using a chemical mechanical polish
process. This has been carried forward to the 0.13µm
node as well. This self-aligned scheme removes the
registration component of the scaling and also allows a
sub-lithographic poly space.

Contacted Metal Pitch
Each generation takes advantage of the advances in
lithography to scale the contact size and metal pitch.
However, the contact alignment to the active area became
the constraint at the 0.18µm node, and an UnLanded
Contact (ULC) scheme was introduced (Figure 3, right
half). In this case, a nitride etch stop layer is deposited
below the inter-layer-dielectric oxide to prevent the
contact etch punching through the isolation and causing a
short to the substrate. This allows the contact to land
partially in the isolation and reduces the registration
constraint. This ULC scheme is continued in the 0.13µm
technology.

CELL HEIGHT (BITLINE DIRECTION)
The cell height is determined by constraints of contact
size and contact-to-gate alignment, gate length and drain
and source space (source rail width).
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Metal
Line

Metal
space

Metal-1

Unit Cell
Outlined

Contact (Litho Generation,
size, alignment, contact
integrity)
Contact to Gate (Litho Generation)

Stack Gate

Gate Length (Litho Generation, Transistor Scaling,
Junction Scaling, Dielectric Scaling)
Source Space (Litho Generation, Space,
Source Rail Resistance)

Floating gate (space, alignment)
Shallow Trench

Isolation
(Litho
Generation,
Depth
Scaling)

Active Diffusion (Trench
Corner, read Current,
Contact Landing)

Figure 2: Cell layout and scaling constraints

Contact Size
The key determinants to contact scaling have been the
advances in lithography tools, resists, and masks. These
have enabled the printing of smaller contacts at every
generation. This has been coupled with advances in
contact etch chemistry along with the adoption of
salicided junctions starting at the 0.25µm generation,
eliminating the need for plug implants, required by nonsalicided contact processes. The contact plug uses PVD
Ti/CVD TiN adhesion layers and blanket tungsten
deposition followed by chemical-mechanical polish. The
unlanded contact process introduced at 0.18µm (Figure 3,
right half) improved registration by allowing a direct
contact-to-gate alignment without worrying about
alignment to the isolation.

Figure 3: Self-aligned poly and unlanded contact

Source Space Scaling
The primary challenge to scale the source space is to meet
the source resistance requirements for each generation.
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Similar to the contact, the most advanced lithography is
used to define the poly space at each generation. A selfaligned source architecture was introduced in the 0.6µm
node to eliminate the registration component of the flash
cell gate to the diffusion edge, and this continues to be
used today. To prevent the source resistance from
increasing beyond the maximum requirement, the trench
profile and source implants are carefully engineered to
manage the trench sidewall resistance without the need for
angled implants. The adoption of a dual trench scheme in
the 0.13µm generation allowed a much shallower trench to
be chosen for the flash array, which made it easier to dope
the sidewall, especially at the tighter pitch.

Gate Length Scaling
Gate length has been scaled at each generation using
similar techniques to classical transistor scaling, which
include junction and channel doping optimization along
with gate oxide scaling. In the case of flash, both the
tunnel oxide thickness and the interpoly Oxide-NitrideOxide (ONO) thickness are scaled to improve the gate
coupling to the channel to allow further channel length
scaling. In the 0.13µm generation, the ONO effective
electrical thickness is 15nm, and the tunnel oxide thickness
is 9nm. Changes to the erase scheme have also aided in
channel length scaling by allowing the source junction to
be scaled, thereby reducing the source junction underlap.
At the 0.4µm generation a negative gate erase scheme was
adopted, which reduced the cell source voltage from 12V
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in the source erase scheme used in earlier generations to
~5V with negative gate erase. At the 0.13µm generation a
channel erase scheme was adopted so that the junction
could be scaled further as it now no longer needs to
support a voltage above the well voltage.

Drain Space Scaling
Generally the drain space is not limited by lithography, as
it is larger than the source space, due to the presence of a
contact. The key concerns with drain space scaling are
adequate contact-to-gate space, which is reduced with
improved registration, Inter-Layer-Dielectric gap fill (a
HDP oxide is used at the 0.18µm generation and beyond),
and the spacer architecture. In the transition from 0.18µm
to 0.13µm, a dual spacer scheme was adopted that allowed
the flash array spacer to be independent from the
periphery high-voltage transistors.
This enabled a
narrower spacer in the flash drain region so that gap fill
was not an issue.

SCALING LIMIT PROJECTION
One can extrapolate the scaling trend based on what has
been accomplished so far and the result is shown in Figure
4. This extrapolation is based on the fact that the basic
planar cell structure is the same for all the generations, and

scaling is achieved by reducing specific cell dimensions.
The active electrical cell area is Zeff x Leff, which
represents the minimum area required for cell functionality.
The trend was relatively flat from 1.0µm to 0.40µm nodes,
but was scaled aggressively since the 0.25µm generation.
Zphy and Lphy represent the active width and gate length
dimensions defined lithographically.
The difference
between Zphy and Zeff is the beak of the isolation
process while the difference between Lphy and Leff is the
lateral diffusion of the source and drain underneath the
gate. Zphy x Lphy is scaling down at a faster rate
compared to Zeff x Leff because of the aggressive
reduction of beak and source/drain underlap. However,
the beak and source/drain underlap cannot go to zero.
Thus, the convergence point of the trend represents a
projection of a scaling rate limiter of the current planar cell
structure. The trend shows convergence at 45nm, which
means that this component of scaling is no longer
available. A practical limit of scaling of this component is
the 65nm node. This also agrees well with analyses based
on other considerations. To continue scaling at the same
rate, i.e., meeting Moore’s Law, more revolutionary ideas
will be needed to either scale the Leff and Zeff more
aggressively, which is historically difficult due to hot
electron programming limitations, or to go to other cell
structures that are not planar (3D cell structures).

Figure 4: Cell scaling projection
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The Multi-Bit Storage Breakthrough: Intel
StrataFlash® Memory Technology
As discussed earlier, the flash memory device is a single
transistor that includes an isolated floating gate. The
floating gate is capable of storing electrons. The behavior
of the transistor is altered depending on the amount of
charge stored on the floating gate. Charge is placed on
the floating gate through a technique called programming.
The programming operation generates hot electrons in the
channel region of the memory cell transistor. A fraction of
these hot electrons gain enough energy to surmount the
3.2eV barrier of the Si-SiO2 interface and become trapped
on the floating gate. For single-bit-per-cell devices, the
transistor either has little charge (<5,000 electrons) on the
floating gate and thus stores a “1,” or it has a lot of charge
(>30,000 electrons) on the floating gate and thus stores a
“0.” When the memory cell is read, the presence or
absence of charge is determined by sensing the change in
the behavior of the memory transistor due to the stored
charge. The stored charge is manifested as a change in
the threshold voltage of the memory cell transistor. Figure
5 illustrates the threshold voltage distributions for a halfmillion cell (1/2Mc) array block.
After erasure or
programming, the threshold voltage of every memory cell
transistor in the 1/2Mc block is measured, and a histogram
of the results is presented. Erased cells (data 1) have
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Data =

1

0

10000

Number of Cells

The Intel StrataFlash memory technology represents a
cost breakthrough for flash memory devices by enabling
the storage of two bits of data in a single flash memory
transistor. Cost-per-bit reduction of flash memory devices
has been traditionally achieved by aggressive scaling of
the memory cell transistor using silicon process-scaling
techniques as discussed in the previous sections of this
paper. In an attempt to accelerate the rate of cost
reduction beyond that achieved by process scaling, a
research program was started in 1992 to develop methods
for the reliable storage of multiple bits of data in a single
flash memory cell. The result of this research was the
commercial introduction of the first Intel StrataFlash
memory in 1997, utilizing the 0.4µm technology node. The
two-bit-per-cell Intel StrataFlash memory technology
provides a cost structure equivalent to the next generation
of process technology while using the current generation
of process technology equipment. Today, the Intel
StrataFlash memory technology has become the
mainstream flash solution.

threshold voltages less than 3.1v, while programmed cells
(data 0) have threshold voltages greater than 5v.
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Figure 5: Single-bit/cell array threshold voltage
histogram
The charge storage ability of the flash memory cell is a key
to the storage of multiple bits in a single cell. The flash
cell is an analog storage device, not a digital storage
device. It stores charge (quantized at a single electron),
not bits. By using a controlled programming technique, it
is possible to place a precise amount of charge on the
floating gate. If charge can be accurately placed to one of
four charge states (or ranges), then the cell can be said to
store two bits. Each of the four charge states is
associated with a two-bit data pattern. Figure 6 illustrates
the threshold voltage distributions for a 1/2Mc block for
two bits per cell storage. After erasure or precise
programming to one of three program states, the threshold
of each of the 1/2Mc is measured and plotted as a
histogram. Notice the precise control of the center two
states, each of which is approximately 0.3v (or 3,000
electrons) in width.
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Figure 6: Two-bit/cell array threshold voltage histogram
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Higher bit-per-cell densities are possible by even more
precise charge placement control. Three bits per cell
require eight distinct charge states and four bits per cell
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require sixteen distinct charge states. In general, the
number of states required is equal to 2N where N is the
desired number of bits.

thin-gate device performance can be achieved by further
separating the process steps and reducing the oxide
thickness for lower voltage operation, as discussed below.

The ability to precisely place charge on the floating gate
and at some later time sense the amount of charge that
was stored has required substantial innovations, and
extensive characterization and understanding of cell
device physics, memory design, and memory test. These
innovations are discussed in detail in two earlier Intel
Technology Journal papers [4,5].

Lastly, the cost sensitivity of the market for memory
dictates requirements for low-cost process technologies.
The described cell scaling and Intel StrataFlash memory
capability satisfy low cost. Additionally, process synergy
of this memory process technology, with the basic
process modules and equipment set with other highvolume logic technologies, lower cost through economies
of scale by providing factory flexibility and shared process
step and yield learning.

LOW-VOLTAGE, HIGH-PERFORMANCE
OPTIMIZATION FOR DISCRETE FLASH
MEMORIES
Increasing read performance demands at low operating
voltage taxes the ability of high-voltage transistors, which
are required by flash program and erase. Cobalt-salicided
complementary polysilicon gates are used to form lowthreshold NMOS and PMOS surface-channel transistors
and low source/drain and gate resistance. Additionally,
special
low-threshold
devices,
for
low-voltage
performance and analog circuit design requirements, are
provided by separate well and Vt -adjust implants.
Continual application performance demands and further
reductions in operating voltages require the inclusion at
the 0.18µm technology generation of thin gate-oxide logic
compatible NMOS and PMOS transistors.
This is
achieved with three additional masking layers (one for thin
gate oxide and two for low-voltage wells). Source/drain
and tip regions are shared between the low-voltage and
high-voltage transistors to best balance performance with
added processing steps. The thin gate-oxide architecture
is bounded by optimization for low voltage (<1.8V), while
maintaining compatibility for legacy voltage (3.3V),
including balancing of device Vt with off-current leakage
for minimization of standby currents. An 8nm gate oxide
was chosen to balance these needs, with trench
processing meeting charge-to-breakdown requirements,
supporting three separate oxides: tunnel oxide, highperformance oxide, and high-voltage oxide. A triple well is
provided for design flexibility of negative voltage
switching and low-voltage optimization.
Lastly,
performance capability is provided by three layers of
aluminum metalization, allowing additional wordline and
bitline strapping of the flash array, for reduced resistancecapacitance, RC delay, and more efficient signal routing in
the periphery.
In addition to low voltage and high performance, the
trench isolation, thin-gate-oxide, salicided complementary
poly gate transistors and the three layers of interconnect
inclusion provide all the key architectural elements
required for embedded logic capability. Higher degrees of
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To reduce cost, the periphery transistors must also be
scaled since they constitute a significant portion of the die
area. The introduction of channel erase reduces the
maximum voltage the periphery needs to support, and the
introduction of more advanced lithography and etch gives
better gate-patterning capability. These allow the channel
length and gate oxides to be scaled, which is done in
conjunction with traditional junction scaling, and which
leads to a significant reduction in the gate length, while at
the same time maintaining good transistor characteristics.
For the embedded logic process, below, this leads to a
gate length of 100nm. The reduction in the maximum
voltage the periphery needs to support along with the
dual trench scheme allows the isolation width to be scaled
as well, since a deep trench can be maintained for logic
devices independent of the shallow trench used in the
flash array. These changes, combined with the advanced
0.13µm lithography tools, cobalt salicide, and
complimentary gates consistent with Intel’s 0.13µm logic
process, deliver the required transistor performance and
area savings.

WIRELESS INTERNET ON A CHIP
Traditionally, flash and logic process technologies are
optimized separately on separate process equipment sets
and separate fabrication facilities.
During the
development of the 0.25µm flash process technology, Intel
made the strategic decision to develop its flash processes
synergistically with its logic processes. This initial
decision was made with the goal of processing the two
technologies, flash and logic, in the same fabrication
facility, for improved manufacturing flexibility and shared
learning and for maximum volume production efficiency.
This decis ion also brought key process modules into the
flash processes, which historically were not found on
flash, such as trench isolation and salicided


StrataFlash is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation
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complimentary gates. Both of these process modules are
examples of key enablers that not only achieve the
manufacturing synergy goal, but also provide for dramatic
advancement of scaling the flash memory cell and
enhancing performance. (This was outlined in the
previous sections.) Additionally, the incorporation of
these features into flash memory technology has paved
the way for the integration of a high-performance logic
function with a dense flash memory on the same chip.
This capability has led to the “wireless Internet on a chip”
technology, where all the key elements of a typical cell
phone and a typical handheld computer, the advanced
digital logic functions, all the SRAM and flash memory
functions, and the analog functions for interfacing to a
radio are all integrated onto a single chip. This is costeffectively achieved without compromising the
performance of the state-of-the-art digital logic or the
density of the state-of-the-art flash memory.
The value of this integration is several fold. First, the total
number of devices can be reduced, thereby reducing the
form factor of a wireless device, allowing for smaller lighter
devices. What were previously several chips is now
reduced to one. The reduction in the number of chips in a
system also improves overall system reliability. Secondly,
the integration of flash memory serves to enhance the
performance of the digital logic computing functions.
Memory latency is greatly reduced, and bandwidth is
greatly enhanced by having logic and memory functions
integrated onto the same chip. Lastly, this enhanced
performance is achieved at lower power, as interconnect
bus capacitance is significantly reduced with an integrated
on-chip bus, versus a discrete external bus.
Five key innovations are required to achieve the “wireless
Internet on a chip” technology. They are the key process
modules for advanced logic functionality with an
advanced flash process. These five innovations are
trench isolation, a multiple gate-oxide process, a low
thermal budget, salicided complementary gates, and a
multi-level metal system.
•

•

Trench isolation is required for tight pitch logic
design rules, for high transistor count design, and for
small SRAM memory cell layout. Trench isolation is
not typically found on flash processes, due to the
challenges outlined earlier. These challenges were
overcome with the integration of trench isolation in
the 0.25µm flash process and have served as the basis
for cell size reduction in the flash cell.
Multiple gate oxides are required to achieve the
separate function required for the high-voltage
operation of the flash cell and the ultra-low voltage
required for the logic operation. The 0.18µm flash
process incorporated multiple periphery gate oxides,
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as outlined earlier. This same process architecture is
extended to achieve the ultra-thin (<3nm) gate oxide
required for advanced logic functions.
•

A low thermal budget processing is required for highperformance transistors. Traditionally, memory plus
logic integrated with memories such as DRAMs have
had difficulties with achieving a low thermal budget,
as the DRAM cell processing (requiring high
temperatures) is often done subsequent to the
formation of the logic transistors, thereby
significantly limiting the performance of the logic
functions. This is not the case with flash memory
integration, as the flash memory processing occurs
earlier than the formation of the logic transistors. As
such, the high-thermal process steps of the flash
memory are not seen by the logic transistors, thereby
maintaining the high-performance capability of the
logic functions.

•

Salicided complementary gates are required to achieve
low-threshold voltages and short channel lengths
that are required for high-performance logic functions.
Salicided gates are often difficult to integrate with
memories, as tight spaces found in memories pose
challenges to salicide processing. These barriers
were overcome in the 0.25µm node flash technology,
with the integration of salicide, outlined earlier.

•

Lastly, multiple metal layers are required for high
transistor-count logic designs. The metal processing
is accomplished with backend planarization, fully
compatible with the logic and flash processing.

With these innovations, the ability to fully integrate stateof-the-art logic performance and state-of-the-art flash
memory density, cost effectively, without compromising
either, has been fully realized. The analog features are
relatively simple process components, most of which are
found in standard flash processing. Key attributes for
analog processing are a triple well for noise isolation that
is standard in flash memories, 3V optimized transistors that
are also standard in flash memories, and precision resistor
and capacitor passives, that can be bolted on, relatively
simply, to a CMOS process.

CONCLUSION
By following Moore’s law, ETOXTM flash memory has
gone from 1.5µm node in development in the mid 1980s to
0.13µm in high-volume production today. The scaling has
been accomplished by improved lithography capability as

ETOX and StrataFlash are trademarks of Intel Corporation
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well as many innovations. In this paper, we reviewed key
scaling challenges as well as the key innovations. Based
on projection, the current planar cell structure can be
scaled to the 65nm node. More revolutionary innovation
such as 3D structures may be required for the 45nm node
and beyond. To lower cost further, we have developed
the Intel StrataFlash® memory technology, which stores
two bits of information in a single physical memory cell.
The scaling capability also allows for the integration of
flash memories with high-performance logic for “wireless
Internet on a chip” technology.
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ABSTRACT
The rapid increase in Internet communications’ products
such as high-speed switches, SerDes (serial-deserializer)
elements and XAUI (X=10G, attachment unit interface)
ports has energized the need for process technologies that
support both digital and analog (mixed-signal) elements at
radio frequencies (RF). In order for these products to be
competitive, process technologies that support
analog/mixed-signal and RF must heavily leverage the
manufacturing benefits of conventional high-speed digital
CMOS processes.
This paper reviews the challenges encountered when
extending a high-speed conventional digital CMOS
process to include analog/mixed-signal elements operating
at RF frequencies.

INTRODUCTION
Analog/mixed-signal/RF product designs incorporating
both CMOS and Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) active
elements have emerged as a potential growth technology
for the Internet communications marketplace.
Unlike older BiCMOS designs, these modern designs are
adopting approaches where CMOS digital cells from wellcharacterized libraries are being mixed with specialized
analog BiCMOS (or bipolar) modules. This enables rapid

design modification, but places more demands on the
process to deliver simultaneously optimized digital and
analog elements [1].
Another key aspect of the analog/mixed-signal/RF process
is the presence of passive elements. These passive
elements include process-enabled elements (such as
resistors and vertical capacitors) as well as design-enabled
elements (such as inductors, varactors, and lateral
capacitors).

SCALING CMOS (AND BICMOS) ACTIVE
ELEMENTS
Digital CMOS has been successfully scaled for many
generations and the performance optimization principles
are well understood. Industry roadmaps such as the
Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) roadmap [2]
and traditional industry scaling literature [3,4,5,6] reflect a
long tradition of CMOS optimization.
In contrast, the optimization roadmap for analog/mixedsignal/RF is more difficult, due to conflicting digital and
analog needs. The first problem is lack of commonality
between digital and analog optimization strategies. The
second problem is that desired analog process
optimization strategies may run counter to traditional
CMOS scaling, thus putting the extended analog/mixed-
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signal/RF processes at odds with their mainstream CMOS
progenitors.

measurement and modeling challenges
analog/mixed-signal/RF processes.

The first problem (lack of commonality between digital and
analog optimization priorities) can be more clearly
illustrated by Tables 1 and 2. The tables represent an
ordered list of CMOS DC parametrics and their importance
in either analog or digital optimization. (The first item in
each list is considered the most important.)

On the measurements side, although digital parts are well
known to run at multi-GHz frequencies, CMOS digital
optimization strategies do not require routine evaluation of
RF metrics as part of process development.
An
analog/mixed-signal/RF process must enable such routine
evaluation in order to produce accurate models at the
10+GHz of competitive products.

As just one example, note that Ioff (of great priority to the
digital designer) is not highly prioritized by the analog
designer.
Table 1: Digital optimization strategy for DC
parametrics
MOS - digital
Parameter
Idsat
Ioff
Vdd
Vt
Igate

Type
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC

Units
mA/um
nA/um
volts
mV
nA/um^2

Desired
increase value
decrease value
decrease value
100mv < Vt < 300mV
decrease value

Table 2: Analog optimization strategy for DC
parametrics
MOS - analog/RF
Parameter
Vt
gm
gds
matching
Igate
Vcc
Ioff

Type
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC

Units
mV
uA/V
uA/V
%
nA/um^2
volts
nA/um

Desired
100mv < Vt < 300mV
increase value
decrease value
decrease differenc es
decrease value
increase value
decrease value

The second problem (desired analog process optimization
strategies may run counter to traditional CMOS scaling) is
becoming increasingly apparent in the literature. An
illustrative example is Ion/Ioff versus g m/g ds. Traditional
CMOS scaling methodologies incorporate halo (pocket)
implants to control short channel effects. However, halos
have a detrimental effect on g m/g ds due to drain biasinduced modulation of the barrier created by the halo on
the drain side of the device. This is a well-known problem
and strategies ranging from lateral workfunction grading
[7] to asymmetric halos [8] have been proposed. However,
each of these strategies further removes the devices from
the base technology, adding cost and complexity to the
process.

Models and Measurements
A very critical part of process development is the ability to
rapidly and precisely measure devices during the process
development cycle and use these data to construct
accurate and predictive device models. This creates both

for

the

Since the digital community rarely evaluates RF metrics,
the traditional metrics of the RF community become the
metrics by default. These can be summarized as cut-off
frequency (fT), maximum oscillation frequency (fmax),
minimum noise figure (NFmin) and noise figure at 50-ohm
(NF50), linearity (VIP3), and 1/f noise level (usually shown
as spectral noise density S vgate ) [1, 9,10].
Significant enhancements are required in CMOS
measurement as well as in test chip design to support
manual and automated RF measurements.
More
specifically, RF measurements require understanding and
implementation of sophisticated de-embedding strategies
[11]. RF devices are exceptionally sensitive to subtle
differences in geometry [12], and test chip designs must
incorporate significantly more device-specific calibration
structures.
On the modeling side, circuit-level device models must
clearly deliver accurate predictions at increasingly high
frequencies. In addition, accurate simulators that enable
noise figure calculation, noise parameter characterization
(NFmin, Gopt, Bopt, and Rn) and time-domain noise simulation
are indispensable to designers making trade-offs between
power transfer and noise reduction [13].
Conventional compact models used in simulating digital
circuits (e.g., BSIM3v3) lose accuracy at RF frequencies
because the parasitic effects on high-frequency signals as
they travel down the extrinsic region of the devices are
ignored [14]. To accurately account for parasitic effects
without over-burdening the circuit simulator, sub-circuit
approaches employing lumped elements to represent
device parasitics have gained popularity. These offer a
good compromise between accuracy and speed [15].
In addition to parasitic effects, Non-Quasi-Static (NQS)
effects become critical at higher frequencies, as the
distributed RC effect inside the channel can no longer be
ignored [16,17]. As the DC operating point in RF circuits
moves from strong to weak inversion, an intrinsic
MOSFET model that correctly models the turn-on of the
transistor is essential. Furthermore, as oxide thickness
aggressively scales to the direct-tunneling regime, the
impact of gate leakage on device input impedance and
minimum noise figure must be incorporated [18].
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Substrate Noise Isolation
Digital CMOS devices are well known for the production
of significant digital switching noise. CMOS digital
circuits create short duration transients that generate both
a continuous spectrum and a discrete spectrum (at
multiples of the digital clock frequency). The clock
harmonics are of particular importance in this marketplace
because they may interact with the transmit/receive
frequencies of communication elements.
Minimizing digital switching noise is a very difficult
design issue [19].
Traditional noise-reduction
methodologies include triple well (deep nwell), guard
rings, careful attention to layout, and multiple voltage
sources. In order to enhance the noise-isolation margin,
noise-reduction strategies are frequently applied to both
transmitters and receivers.
An interesting dilemma arises for higher frequency circuits
(above 1GHz), where the advantages of many types of
traditional noise isolation begin to fade. An example of
this is provided in Figure 1, where simulation results are
presented that compare triple well isolation and guard ring
isolation as a function of frequency. Note that above
10GHz, the impact of traditional isolation methodologies is
significantly reduced, and around 10GHz, methodologies
such as guard rings offer equivalent benefits to triple well.
In the <1GHz range, triple well on both the transmitters
and receivers offers by far the best benefit.
S21 with Rx and Rx/ Tx isolation (at 200um)
-10

Networks (LAN), 10G (with 40G on the horizon)
synchronous optical networks (SONET) and in 1-2.5Gb/s
Ethernet applications. SiGe devices also find application
in the more traditional analog domain such as VCOs,
mixers, power amplifiers, and Global Positioning Systems
(GPS) devices.
The SiGe BJT is a richly researched device and only the
high points will be covered here. Seminal review papers in
1995 and an update paper in 2001 provide an excellent
summary of the field [20,21]. Table 3 summarizes key
conference literature, indexed by company and
performance level.

SiGe Performance Enhancement
The SiGe BJT provides performance enhancement in
comparison with a conventional BJT device through three
mechanisms.
The first enhancement arises from using the narrow SiGe
bandgap to trade off β against base and emitter implants.
As can be seen in equation (1), decreasing the base
bandgap energy (by adding Ge) permits an increase in
base doping, which is desired, as it drops the base
resistance, and a decrease in the emitter doping, which is
also desired as it drops the emitter-base capacitance
without seriously degrading β. As can be seen from
equations 2 and 3; lower Rb helps fmax and lower Ceb helps
fT. In addition (although not usually a limiter) the emitter
transit time is inversely proportional to β and thus benefits
from the β optimization.

-30

S21 (dB)

-50

β∝

-70
-90

TW (Receiver only)

-150

TW (Rx/Tx)

-170

Guard ring (Receiver only)

-210
1 MHz

Guard ring (Rx/Tx)

10 MHz

100 MHz

1 GHz

N a ( base)

(1)


1  kT
fT =

(Ceb + Cbc ) + τb + τe + τbc  (2)
2 ⋅ π  qI c


Baseline

-190






−1

-110
-130

 E g ( emitter ) − E g ( base)

N d ( emitter ) 
kT
⋅e

10 GHz

f max =
100 GHz

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 1: S21 noise isolation (in dB) comparing triple
well to guard ring methodologies as a function of
frequency

SiGe BJT DEVICES

fT
8πRb Cbc

(3)

The second enhancement arises from tailoring the
germanium profile (typically by ramping it across the rising
edge of the base profile) in such a way as to accelerate
electrons across the base and reduce the bas e transit time
τb = WB2 / 2 Dnb .

SiGe epitaxial-base bipolar junction transistors are a key
element in modern analog and high-frequency
communications products. SiGe devices are the devices of
choice for such applications as wireless Local Area
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Table 3: Comparison of key SiGe parameters as obtained from recent conference publications
Company
Hitachi
Conexant
Infineon
IHP

P. Author
K. Oda
M. Racanelli
J. Bock
B. Heinemann

FT
124
170
106
100

Fmax
174
160
145
130

Bvceo
2.3
2
2.3
2.5

Size
0.2 x 1
0.15 x 10
0.18 x 2.8
0.42 x 0.84

Hitachi
ULSI
Infineon
Bell/Lucent

K. Washio
T. Hashimoto
J. Bock
M. Carroll

76
73
85
58

180
61
128
102

2.5
2.6
2.5
3

0.2 x 1
0.15 x 6.15
0.2 x 2.8
0.28 x 0.84

SA

Infineon
Hitachi
IHP
Lucent
IBM
Bell/Lucent

J. Bock
K. Washio
K.E. Ehwald
C.A. King
G. Freeman
M. Carroll

52
90
55
52
90
45

65
107
90
70
90
35

2.7
2
2
2
2.7
4

0.2 x 0.28
0.2 x 2
0.8 x 2.5
0.28 x 1.68
0.25 x 2.25
0.28 x 1.68

SA
SA

IHP
IBM
IBM

D. Knoll
Historic
Historic

65
90
47

90
90
65

2
2.7
3.35

1x1
A = 0.15 um
A = 0.3 um

IBM

Historic

47

65

3.35

A = 0.39 um

The third enhancement is an improvement in the Early
voltage due to the use of a graded-Ge profile. The Early
voltage is effectively a measure of how much the base
profile can be depleted under reverse bias on the collectorbase junction. Therefore, the Early voltage is a function of
Ge-grading and reaches a maximum for a triangular Ge
profile.

Se lf-Aligned SiGe BJT Devices
A typical SiGe BJT device incorporates a very thin SiGe
layer wedged between the larger emitter and the substrate
collector (see Figure 2). Presently, there are two common
device configurations for modern SiGe BJT devices
integrated into a BiCMOS process.
A quasi-aligned SiGe device (Figure 2, view “a”) aligns the
extrinsic base implant to the emitter poly edge. This
means that “link” region (circled and a key contributor to
Rb) is controlled by the interaction between two
lithography layers (1 = the emitter cut and 2 = the emitter
poly).
In contrast, the fully self-aligned device (Figure 2, view
“b”) uses a replacement emitter (usually called the emitter
pedestal) and a spacer process to define the location of
the extrinsic base implant. In this case, the extrinsic base
is now “self-aligned” to the emitter as only one
lithography operation (1 = emitter pedestal definition) is
used to define the emitter cut and extrinsic base
relationship.
The fully self-aligned device shows higher performance in
the literature, but is somewhat more difficult to integrate
due to the need to develop a replacement emitter process.
As a consequence, the quasi-aligned process is frequently
the more economical of the two.

Alignment
SA
SA
SA

SA
SA

SA
SA
SA

Reference
IEDM 2001
IEDM 2001
IEDM 2001
IEDM 2001
IEDM 2000
IEDM 2000
IEDM 2000
IEDM 2000
IEDM 1999
IEDM 1999
IEDM 1999
IEDM 1999
IEDM 1999
IEDM 1999
IEDM 1998
0.18 um
0.25 um

2
2
2

0.5 um

Extrinsic base implant

2

1

Emitter poly

E

B

C

SiGe

a.

1
B

Replacement emitter
pedestal
Spacer

b.
Figure 2: Comparison between quasi- and fully selfaligned SiGe bipolar transistor geometries

SiGe Versus CMOS
As the product marketplace moves to increasing
integration of analog and mixed-signal elements with
conventional digital CMOS, there are increasing demands
on the process to economically integrate complex CMOS,
BiCMOS, and bipolar process flows. With well-laid out
CMOS devices showing fT and fmax values in excess of
140GHz [12,22], a critical competitive question is “Why
can’t SiGe devices be replaced by CMOS?”
Table 4 attempts to answer this question by providing a
high-level comparison between the key devices. CMOS
devices offer the advantages of high fT and fmax as well as
superior linearity and lower voltage operation, due to
lower threshold voltages (CMOS VT in comparison to
bipolar VBE). BJT devices offer the advantages of excellent
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noise performance and an improved transconductance
(analog BJT in comparison to digitally-optimized CMOS).
Also of interest in the comparison are density differences.
BJT devices operating in low-noise amplifier applications
occupy one-quarter to one- third the area of CMOS
circuits of equivalent functionality. For the reverse
example, CMOS devices operating in dense caches
occupy one quarter to one third of the area of BJT circuits
of equivalent functionality.
Note that noise is perhaps the major concern for CMOS
RF design. The noise is due to the presence of interface
states that introduce carrier trapping/de-trapping (1/f
noise) and surface-roughness scattering (thermal noise).
The coupling between the MOSFET channel and the gate
also induces noise on the gate node at high frequencies.

Table 4: Comparison of CMOS with conventional and
SiGe BJTs (summarized from Harame [1])
Parameter
Ft
Fmax
Linearity
Vbe (or VT) tracking
1/f noise
Broadband noise
Early voltage
transconductance

CMOS
High
High
Best
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor

Si BJT
High
High
Good
Good
Good
Good
OK
Good

SiGe BJT
High
High
Better
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Designing Without BJT Devices
From a commercial CMOS perspective, the economical
answer is to remove the BJT devices from the design. A
SiGe BJT process adds between four and six masks to the
conventional CMOS process, as well as a number of
additional etches and thermal cycles that potentially
damage the performance of the base CMOS devices. An
ideal process would deliver SiGe performance using only
CMOS.
Designing out the SiGe devices is an effort requiring both
design and process contributions. From the design side,
there is the requirement to design CMOS circuits that
compensate for the poor noise performance. From the
process side, there is the requirement to improve the
analog performance of devices derived from a
conventional digital process.
However, in the shorter term, the significant performance
improvements offered by SiGe devices may validate the
increased cost and complexity of integrating them into a
full process flow.

PASSIVE ELEMENTS
A key difference between digital and mixed-signal
processes is the presence of passive elements.

In the digital design world, performance is typically not
determined by passive design elements. Capacitors are
used as decoupling capacitors, and resistors are
peripherally employed in IO-circuitry (in general, there are
no intentionally fabricated inductors).
In strong contrast, in analog/mixed-signal design,
performance is ultimately limited by the accuracy of the
passive components in the technology [23,24,25,26,27]. In
analog/mixed-signal design, passives (inductors, resistors,
and capacitors) are used for a variety of active functions
such as tuning, filtering, impedance matching, and gain
control. Passives are key building blocks for circuits such
as low offset voltage op-amps, analog frequency tuning
circuits, switched capacitor circuits, filters, resonators, upconversion and down-conversion mixers, VCOs, and D/AA/D converters. The ability to accurately construct and
model passives with Qs> 15-20 at frequencies >10G
represents a key enabler for new circuits and products.

Inductors
Inductors are critical components in analog/mixed-signal
design.
Small-valued, precise, high-Q inductors are
employed in circuits such as RF transceivers. Larger,
lower-Q devices have functions such as impedance
matching and gain control. Significant research has been
done on monolithic integration of inductors, and in recent
years there has been increasing use of inductors in stateof-the-art CMOS processes [28, 29, 30].
Spiral inductors in lengths can be fabricated with a
conventional MOS process with negligible modifications
to the design rules. A minimum of two metal layers is
required, one to form the spiral and one to form the
underpass. To minimize parasitic capacitance to the
substrate, the top metal layer is the usual choice for the
main spiral.
The most critical factor in inductor design is the
optimization of the inductor Q at the design frequency. Q,
or the “quality factor,” is the ratio of the imaginary to the
real part of the impedance (Q = Im(Z)/Re(Z)) and
represents the ratio of the useful magnetic stored energy
over the average dissipation for one cycle of the signal
propagation. Note that determining the geometry and area
required to deliver an optimized Q at the design frequency
is not a straightforward process [31,32].

The most difficult factor in inductor process design is
minimization of the impact of parasitic elements. Real
inductors have parasitic resistance and capacitance. The
parasitic resistance dissipates energy through ohmic loss,
while the parasitic capacitance stores the unwanted
energy. At high frequencies, the skin effect causes a non-
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uniform current distribution in the metal segments, which
introduces (among other things) a frequency-dependent
contribution to the parasitic resistance. Finally,
electromagnetic effects caused by the Faraday effect
introduce parasitic currents (eddy currents) in the silicon
as well, adding an additional frequency dependent term in
the resistance [33].

insulator-metal (MIM), lateral flux (finger), and MOS-style
(depletion or accumulation).

Parasitic resistance is primarily driven by ohmic resistive
losses in the thin patterned metal layers [34]. Parasitic
resistance can be modulated both by design (trading off
inductor area for inductor line width [35]) and by process
(improving a Cu-damascene polish process to minimize
dishing and thus permit wider metal lines).

Many older technologies have successfully used PIP
capacitors. PIP capacitors do suffer from limited RF
capability in the GHz range due to both the resistive
losses in the plates and contacts, and to the parasitic
capacitance between the passive element and the lossy
silicon substrate [35]. Note also that the poly in PIP
capacitors is typically implanted at higher doses than
CMOS source-drain regions in order to minimize polydepletion effects. This requires extra processing (and
cost) because of additional lithography layers that need to
be added to support the implants.

Capacitive-induced loss is driven both by the Cox
between the inductor and the substrate and by the lossy
properties of the substrate. (At high frequencies the
current flows through Cox and into the lossy substrate.
The resulting dissipation adds a real component to the
imaginary inductive impedance and degrades the Q.)

By far the most popular analog/mixed-signal capacitor is
the metal-insulator-metal (MIM). MIM capacitors have
the inherent advantage that they are metal (poly depletion
and doping are non-issues) and, if implemented at the last
metal layer, have the entire ILD stack between them and
the substrate.

Minimizing this capacitance typically means separating
the inductor as far as possible from the lossy silicon
(usually by placing the inductor in the top metal layer).
Recent advancements in low-k processes for digital CMOS
also carry significant benefit (up to 4X improvement in Q
for SiLK ∗ compared to conventional oxide ILD [35].)

In recent years, the increasing interest in analog/mixedsignal commercial processes has led to implementation of
MIM caps in commercial CMOS Cu-damascence
processes [37,38,39]. The excellent linearity with voltage
and temperature illustrates the popularity of the device as
an analog element.

Minimizing the substrate loss is more complex. As the
frequency increases to where the skin depth is on the
order of the substrate thickness, eddy currents in the
substrate become a major loss mechanism.
(This
magnetically induced loss can be thought of as
transformer action between a lossy primary and a lossy
secondary [27].)

MIM devices are not without issues. Of special concern
for today’s processes is Cu metallurgy and its impact on
yield and reliability. Also noteworthy is the choice of the
inner layer dielectric. SiN is a popular choice due to
common availability of the material in the traditional backend process.
However, note that low-temperature
deposited SiN is known to show higher relaxation
recovery voltages than oxide [40]. PECVD SiN displays
significant sensitivity to operation frequency, bias
voltage, and temperature when compared to oxide [41].
SiN also displays frequency dependent shifts that are
consistent with bulk-nitride-traps [42] located within a
tunneling distance of the nitride metal interface.

Mitigating eddy current loss can be quite difficult. There
are a number of potential techniques including solid [33]
and patterned ground shields [27], multilevel metalizations
to build vertical solenoids [36], as well as minimizing
doping levels under the inductor [33]. Note that since the
eddy current loss is approximately proportional to the
cube of the inductor diameter, strategies to minimize
resistive parasitics by making large inductors (as is
common in GaAs) are less effective in CMOS due to the
more conductive Si substrates [27].

Capacitors
Analog/mixed-signal processes use four major types of
capacitors. Polysilicon-insulator-polysilicon (PIP), metal-

∗

Other brands and names are the property of their
respective owners.

One of the restrictions with MIM devices is that process
technologies do not scale the vertical spacing in the back
end nearly as fast as the lateral spacing. The reason is
that digital circuit designs cannot tolerate large increases
in the wiring capacitance from generation to generation.
Lateral flux (finger) capacitors solve this problem by using
the lateral capacitance (between the metal lines) rather
than the vertical capacitance (between the different ILD
layers). As a consequence, the capacitance is under
design control and scales more effectively with the
technology [27].
Another of the limitations of the MIM device is the
thickness of the insulator region. In contrast, MOS
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RESISTORS
Precision polysilicon and metal thin film resistors are key
passive elements in analog circuits. The simultaneous
presence of both poly and metal resistors can add value in
a process, because the metal resistors are at the top of the
stack and the poly resistors at the bottom. Two widely
separated locations allow designers to chose a resistor
that minimizes parasitics for their particular circuit. Also,
the presence of a front-end resistor may enable in-line or
early learning electrical evaluation on key circuit elements.
NAME

TYPE

Rho
(ohm/sq
)

VCR
(ppm/V
)

TCR
(ppm/C)

Foundary A (N+)

N+ poly

126

-550

46

Foundary A (P+)

P+ poly

360

-56

-187

Foundary A HR

HR poly

1000

-70

-1250

Foundary B (N+)

N+ poly

77

210

46

Foundary B (P+)

P+ poly

258

519

148

Stuber (PS)

Polycide

12

320

440

Stuber (N+)

N+ poly

145

150

640

Stuber (P+) [45]

P+ poly

225

100

1440

Jeng #C (P+)

P+ poly

274

-96

Jeng #D (P+)

P+ poly

306

-285

Jeng #F (P+) [46]

P+ poly

244

-40

Table 5: Comparison of various poly resistors as
reported by commercial sources and reviewed in the
literature

Polysilicon Resistors
Polysilicon resistors exist in both silicided and unsilicided
versions. Since the resistance of polysilicon-silicided
(polycide) resistors tends to be quite low (5-15 ohms/sq),
and the voltage coefficient tends to be quite high (100-600
ppm/V) there is a strong tendency to use the unsilicided
(or silicide-blocked) resistors.
In a typical silicide-blocked resistor, the center of the
device is silicide-blocked and the endcaps are left open.

The endcaps either receive the conventional silicide
processing for a contact pad, or receive optimized
processing specific to the resistor application [43].
The silicide-blocking layer is usually an oxide or nitride
and is frequently chosen to leverage a pre-existing layer
elsewhere in the process. Existence of a silicide-blocking
layer also enables devices such as silicide-blocked
diffusion resistors (see Figure 3) and silicide-blocked MOS
devices [44].
Silicide-blocked diffusion
Silicide-blocked poly

600
RESISTIVITY
(OHMS/SQUARE)

devices can take advantage of thin gate oxide processes
to achieve high capacitance per unit area. However, since
one of the contacts is formed in silicon, the series
resistance of a MOS capacitor is quite large. In addition,
the very high gate leakage currents of modern scaled
oxides (180 node and beyond, or <30A electrical) make
gate-oxide-based MOS devices excessively leaky for
conventional applications.

500
400
300
200
100
0
N+ #1 N+ #2 P+ #3 P+ #4
VARIOUS IMPLANTS

Figure 3: Resistivity for silicide-blocked diffusion and
polysilicon resistors
Polysilicon resistors are usually placed on a field. In
technologies with thin field oxides (such as LOCOS), there
is significant electrical interaction through the field oxide
and parasitic capacitance as well as depletion of the
bottom of the resistor, which produces a voltagedependent resistance change.
All these must be
considered in the resistor design [47]. Such effects are
significantly reduced with the thicker oxides (3000-6000A),
characteristic of STI processes, and they are also
significantly reduced with SOI processing [48].
The sheet resistance, as well as the thermal and voltage
coefficients of silicide-blocked polysilicon resistors, are
very process-dependent.
Implant conditions, grain
boundary size, thermal activation, and end-cap silicide
quality can all impact the key polysilicon resistor
parameters. As a consequence, reported values for the
major resistor parameters vary widely. Table 5 provides a
cross-section of industry values, and Figure 3 compares
values within a single Intel process for both silicideblocked diffusion and poly devices.

Metal Film Resistors
Metal thin film resistors can be built at any of the
traditional metal layers. In addition, a metal thin film
resistor can be built as a by-product of the MIM capacitor
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process. TaN is frequently used as well, due to its ready
availability in a Cu-damascene process as a Cu-diffusion
barrier. TaN is also interesting to the process designer as
it exhibits a TCR-versus-resistivity relationship that
ranges from roughly 500 ppm/C at 50 ohms/sq. to roughly
(-)500 ppm/C at 400 ohms/sq and is attributed to the
transition from metallic conduction (positive TCR) to
hopping conduction (negative TCR). Zero TCR is ~250
ohms/sq. [39]. (A similar effect is also seen in W-silicide
resistors, with a transition point at ~40 ohms/sq. [49].)
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10.2.1 -10.2.4.

CONCLUSION

[8] A. Chatterjee, K. Vasanth, D. Grider, M. Nandakumar,
B. Pollack, R. Aggarwal, M. Rodder, H. Shichijo,
“Transistor design issues in integrating analog
functions with high performance digital,” VLSI
Technology, 1999, Digest of Technical Papers, 1999
Symposium, 1999 pp. 147 -148.

Analog/mixed-signal/RF continues to be a challenge for
digital CMOS designers and manufacturers. Conflicting
scaling methodologies, complex measurement and
modeling support requirements, a multiplicity of
interacting features, and increasingly complex process
integration issues are the challenges to overcome to
support the next generation of product designs.
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One feasible method of significantly improving off-state
leakage is through reducing the sub-threshold gradient.
We show that Depleted Substrate Transistors (DST), a
broad category of devices that include single- and doublegate transistors, whose active channel region stays fully
depleted during operation, can achieve near-ideal subthreshold gradients and a reduction in off-state leakage of
at least two orders of magnitude over bulk transistors. We
believe that DST architecture will adequately address
transistor scaling needs down to 10nm gate lengths.
In addition to DST device architecture, new electronic
materials and modules will be needed to maintain high
performance and low-parasitic leakages. As an example, to
alleviate increasing gate leakage, changes in the gate stack
are necessary. Replacement of SiO2, the workhorse of the
industry for over 30 years, with a high-K dielectric will be
required. Other changes will include use of raised
source/drain, metal gate electrodes and channel
engineering.

INTRODUCTION
Moore’s Law, formulated in the 1960s, states that the
transistor count on an integrated circuit chip doubles
every 18 months and has been the driving force behind
the phenomenal growth of the semiconductor industry.
This same law, which is the basis for the International
Technology Roadmap for Silicon, guides the industry with
respect to the features of future generations [1].
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We have fabricated conventional planar transistors of
various gate lengths down to as small as 10nm polysilicon
gate lengths, in order to examine transistor scaling. At
30nm gate lengths, the devices show excellent device
characteristics, indicating that this node can be met with
conventional transistor design. At lower gate lengths of
20 and 15nm, the devices still maintain excellent device
characteristics and follow traditional scaling with respect
to gate delay and energy delay, although off-state leakage
and gate leakage do increase. At 10nm gate lengths, the
transistors continue to function as MOS devices, but they
are limited by off-state leakage.

Gate Length (nm)

ABSTRACT

0.1

Technology Generation (nm)

Figure 1: Gate length and power-supply voltage vs
technology node
One of the most important consequences of scaling
resulting from Moore’s law is transistor gate length
scaling. Figure 1 shows the gate lengths and powersupply voltages as a function of technology generation.
Historically, the power supply scales at 0.85x/generation,
while the gate length scales at 0.65x/generation. The gate
length has been scaling and is expected to continue to
scale at considerably less than half the lithography pitch
for future generations. With respect to the power supply,
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the voltage is expected to drop below one volt shortly,
and continue to decrease. It is thus of considerable
interest to study the implications of gate length and
power-supply scaling for transistor design and
architecture.

Resist

poly
Poly
Silicon

In this paper, we examine gate length scaling on bulk MOS
devices. Although we concentrate mostly on n-MOS
devices, the same results and conclusions are true for pMOS transistors as well. Using special lithographic
techniques, we show that it is possible to shrink gate
lengths as small as 10nm and still maintain meaningful
transistor functionality. The device characteristics of
transistors at these small gate lengths and associated
scaling issues are discussed in detail. Possible solutions
to enable continued scaling are then proposed.

Oxide

Oxide

Oxide

Poly

Oxide

Silicon
Poly

This approach has recently been shown to be capable of
generating line widths down to 6.5nm [3]. The SG process
steps are outlined in Figure 2.

The dimensions of the lines being printed depend
only on the thickness of the nitride layer deposited.

nitride

nitride
Oxide

In order to examine the consequences of gate length
scaling down to 10nm, a methodology for patterning
polysilicon at these extreme dimensions, called Spacer
Gate (SG) [2], has been used.

•

Oxide

Silicon

Polysilicon Patterning

There are several inherent advantages to the SG approach
over conventional lithography:

poly
Poly
Silicon

GATE LENGTH SCALING

After poly gate electrode deposition, an oxide layer
(100nm) is deposited and patterned so that the edge of the
oxide blocks is aligned to the edge of the gates to be
patterned. A nitride film is deposited on the wafer, whose
thickness determines the dimension of the gate to be
printed. The nitride is now RIE-etched, leaving a nitride
spacer on the oxide block sidewalls. The oxide block is
now removed, and the polysilicon is then etched, leaving
polysilicon lines whose dimensions are controlled simply
by the thickness of the nitride film deposited.

Resist

Silicon

Silicon
Figure 2: Spacer Gate flow
•

Since every oxide block produces two poly lines (see
Figure 2), the pitch needed for the SG is half that of
conventional lithography, and hence an n-2
generation lithography tool can be used to print nthgeneration poly lines.

•

Critical Dimension (CD) control from SG would be
expected to be superior to conventional lithography,
since it depends simply on the deposition and etch
of a thin film in contrast to the many factors that
come into play in conventional lithography.
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Figure 3: Gate length vs 3-s Electrical CD variation for
structures fabricated by Spacer Gate techniques

For the devices discussed in this paper, the physical gate
oxide was aggressively scaled to sub-1.0nm in order to
achieve high drive currents and controllable short channel
effects. Figure 6 (insert) shows a TEM cross-section of
the sub-1.0nm gate oxide. Because of difficulties in
measuring C-V in the presence of high gate leakage, a
transmission line model was used [4]. Figure 6 also shows
the inversion C-V characteristics of the resulting gate
stack. An inversion capacitance exceeding 1.9 µF/cm2 was
achieved for both p- and n-MOS.
2.0
Capacitance (µF/cm²)

In order to test for CD control with SG, Electrical CD (ECD)
structures were measured (Figure 3). For structures
measuring 95nm, 65nm, and 38nm, the intra-wafer 3-σ CD
control measured 6.3, 5.3, and 3.9nm respectively. The
intra-die values were even tighter, at 4.9, 3.8, and 3.1nm
respectively, meeting the 10% 3-σ CD variation targets of
the silicon technology roadmap [1].This SG approach
enables the fabrication of polysilicon lines down to 10nm
using 248nm lithography. Figure 4 shows an example of
the methodology. The top-down Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) micrograph of a polysilicon line,
fabricated using a nitride film whose thickness was 30nm,
resulted in poly lines with a width of 30nm. It can also be
seen that the lines are extremely straight, showing very
little line-edge roughness.

Figure 5: TEM cross-section of a 15nm transistor

1.5

NMOS

PMOS

PolySi

1.0
0.5

0.8nm

Silicon

0.0
-1

30nm

Figure 4: Top-down SEM of poly lines printed using the
Spacer Gate technique
This technique was used for the fabrication of n-MOS
transistors to explore transistor scaling. An example of a
15nm device fabricated using this technique is shown in
Figure 5 .

-0.5

0
Vg

0.5

1

Figure 6: Inversion C-V capacitance
In order to control short channel effects and achieve
sufficiently low external resistance and overlap
capacitance, retrograded wells, aggressively scaled S/D
and S/D extensions, and thermal anneal temperatures
below 1000oC were used. To minimize the poly depletion
effect with scaled junctions, the polysilicon gate thickness
was scaled to below 100nm. The silicide was also scaled
with junction scaling.
Figures 7 and 8 show the I-V characteristics of a 30nm
device [5]. It can be seen that this transistor shows
excellent Ion-Ioff performance with Ion=570µA/µm for n-MOS
and 285µA/µm for p-MOS with Ioff at or below 100nA/µm
at a scaled-down voltage of Vcc=0.85V.
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Figure 10: Id-Vg characteristics for the same 15 nm
gate length device as in Figure 9
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Figure 7: MOSFET Id-Vd curves for the 30nm n-MOS
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Figure 8: MOSFET sub-threshold Id-Vg curves for the
30nm n-MOS device

Figure 9 shows the Id-Vd characteristics for different
applied gate voltages, while Figure 10 shows the Id-Vg at
Vd=0.05V and Vd=0.8V. It can be seen that the device has
Ioff of 180nA/µm at Vcc =0.8V, a sub-threshold gradient of
95mV/decade at Vcc =0.85V, and a Drain Induced Barrier
Lowering (DIBL – the gate voltage difference for Id=1E-6
A/ìm between Vd=0.05V and Vd=0.8V) effect of about
90mV/V. These results suggest that the device has a
controllable short channel effect. The drive current for
this device is 443 µA/µm at Vcc =0.8V, as can be seen from
the Id-Vd characteristics of Figure 9.
Moving to smaller dimensions, Figure 11 shows a crosssectional TEM of a transistor with poly gate length
measuring only 10nm. At these dimensions, even the
slight recessing of the source-drain region becomes
greatly magnified and tends to thicken up the gate oxide.
Another aspect of the device is that the height to width of
the transistor is approximately scaled, the height being
approximately 50nm for this 10nm Lg transistor.

µm)
Drain Current (A/µ

Going to even shorter channel lengths, Figures 9 and 10
show the I-V characteristics of an n-MOS device with a
15nm physical gate length.
5E-04

Vg=0.8V

4E-04

Vg=0.7V

3E-04

Vg=0.6V

2E-04
1E-04
0E+00

0
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0.4
0.6
0.8
Drain Voltage (V)

Figure 9: Id-Vd characteristics for a n-MOS transistor
with a physical gate length of 15nm

Figure 11: TEM cross-section of a 10nm transistor
To get a perspective of the magnitude of the scaling to get
to 10nm, Figure 12 compares TEM’s from the 0.18 micron
technology node with the 10nm transistor (circled in this
figure) on the same scale. It can be seen that the
transistor is barely visible at this magnification, and that to
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get these dimensions, not only the width, but the height is
als o scaled.

energy-delay product also drops exponentially, as can be
seen in Figure 15, decreasing almost two orders of
magnitude between the 30nm transistor and the 10nm
transistor. Thus, even though the drive currents on these
research transistors are not high (due to voltage scaling),
they maintain the historic trend in gate delay and energydelay.

Drain Current (A/um)

The transistor characteristics of a 10nm Lg device are
shown in Figure 13. It can be seen that at this gate length,
the transistor still behaves as a MOS device, although
there is now increased conductance in the saturation
region, and the leakage current (at Vg=0V) continues to
increase. This is in part due to a relatively thicker gate
oxide used in the present study than required at this
technology node. A thinner Tox would give much better
Short Channel Effects (SCE) control.
600
400

Spacer Gate Data
Published Data
1.E+00

1.E-01

1.E-02
0.001

0
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Drain Voltage (V)

0.8

Figure 13: Id-Vd curves of 10nm transistor. Vg to
0.75V, steps of 0.1V
It should be noted that the supply voltage has been
scaled in going from 30nm to 10nm poly lengths.
Nevertheless, the leakage for the smallest gate length
transistors is an issue of some importance. This is
discussed later.
Taking the drive current values for the gate delay and
energy delay, and plotting these against published data
for longer gate lengths (Figures 14 and 15), it can be seen
that the devices continue to scale on the same historical
rate, even down to the lowest gate lengths. At 15nm, the
gate delay is 0.39psec, and for 10nm gate length, the gate
delay has dropped to 0.11psec (Figure 14). Similarly, the

1

1.E+03
Published Data
1.E+01

Spacer Gate Data

1.E-01
1.E-03
1.E-05
0.001

200

0.01
0.1
LGATE (µm)

Figure 14: Gate delay for published & Intel Spacer
Gate transistors
Energy-Delay Product
(x 10-27 joules.sec)

Figure 12: 0.18um technology node transistors (left),
with 10nm transistor (circled on right) on the same
scale

Gate Delay (psec)

1.E+01

0.01
0.1
LGATE (µm)

1

Figure 15: Energy delay for published & Intel Spacer
Gate transistors

TRANSISTOR LEAKAGES
Junction Leakage
Returning to the issue of leakage current, there are three
dominant sources of leakage: junction leakage, gate
leakage, and off-state leakage. These three sources of
leakage increase as transistors are scaled down towards
10nm.
Commencing with junction leakage, it has been suggested
that this source of leakage alone will limit scaling [6]. This
leakage arises from the high doping concentration in the
channel region required to attain threshold voltages, and
to limit short channel effects in aggressively scaled
devices. The proximity of the valence and conduction
bands in the depletion region of the junctions causes a
parasitic tunneling current. Figure 16 shows the junction
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Figure 17: Gate current leakage for a 0.8nm oxide for
the 30nm transistor [5]
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edge leakage (IJE) as a function of substrate doping at
25°C and 1V reverse bias. Although the leakages are high
(above 1nA/µm at Lg =30nm), they are still a lot less than
the other sources of leakage at 30nm, with less than
1.0nA/um for both n-MOS and p-MOS, a small percent of
the transistor Ioff.

15
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20

Doping Concentration (10 /cm³)
Figure 16: Junction leakage vs doping concentration.
Circles - data, squares - extrapolated points. Other
sources of leakage at Lg =30nm have been added to the
graph

Extrapolating further, below 0.8nm of gate-oxide thickness,
leakage will become a limiter. With this in mind, research
on high-K dielectrics for MOS transistor applications has
become an area of active research. The reason for this is
shown in Figure 18. It can be seen here that for the same
equivalent oxide thickness (the thickness that SiO2 would
have for a given capacitance value), the high-k dielectric
has more than four orders of magnitude less gate leakage
than SiO2.

The arrows in Figure 16 indicate gate leakage and off-state
leakage for Lg =30nm, both of which are more than an order
of magnitude greater than the junction leakage. For the
shorter channel devices, extrapolating to the 10nm gate
lengths, and assuming a 1.6x doping concentration
increase per technology generation, the junction leakage
is still far below a value of 1µA/µm, the upper leakage
limit.
Gate-Oxide Leakage
With respect to other sources of leakage, gate-oxide
scaling has long been considered an eventual limiter for
gate oxides below ~2nm gate dielectric thickness [7]. It
was felt that with oxides reaching the thickness of several
atoms, gate leakage would rival and would surpass the
transistor off-current leakage. However, the examination
of gate oxides down to 0.8nm [5] has not shown this to be
the case in the present study. Figure 17 shows the gate
current versus gate bias for the 0.8nm oxides [5]. The
measurement results show that at 0.85V and 100°C, the
gate leakage value is in the mid-10-8A/µm2, approaching
the off-state leakage level of the 30nm Lg transistor (see
Figure 16).

Figure 18: Comparison of gate leakage between SiO2
and high-K dielectrics
Thus, for future scaling, a change in the transistor
architecture to include high-K dielectrics will be necessary
if gate capacitance scaling is to continue down to 10nm
gate lengths.
Off-Current Leakage
Transistor leakage is perhaps the greatest problem facing
continued scaling. As the transistor scales, the internal
fields become greater, which necessitates scaling of the
power supply voltage. This is also driven by the need to
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P=C.V2.f + Ioff.V

(1)

where f is the chip frequency, C is the gate-oxide
capacitance, and Ioff is the total transistor leakage current
for the chip. The first part of Equation 1 refers to the
active power, and the second refers to the off-state power.
From this equation, it can be seen that reducing V has a
significant effect on power. Scaling the power supply also
necessitates the scaling of Vt, if Idsat is to be maintained.
However, decreasing Vt results in increasing Ioff, which in
turn increases the off-state power.

Ioff (A/um)

1.E-02
1.E-04
1.E-06

The effect of increasing Ioff on total power [8] is illustrated
in Fig. 20. In this figure, the off-state and active power
components to the total leakage are plotted by taking 30
meters of transistor width for each technology generation
(note that the chip leakage per generation increases since
the total transistor width per generation also increases).

Total Power (Watts)

decrease the power (P) generated by the chip, which is
governed by the equation
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Figure 19: Transistor off-state leakage vs gate length
Red squares indicate pre-production transistors
Green diamonds indicate research devices
Figure 19 shows transistor off-state (source-drain) leakage
versus transistor gate length. The red symbols are taken
from the literature for transistors near production at the
time of publication, while the green symbols are for
‘research’ devices (devices several generations from
production at the time of their publication). Drawing a
trend line through the data shows that the research
transistors fall roughly on the same trend line that the
advanced production devices fall on, irrespective of the
gate length, obeying the power law relationship:
Ioff=A.Lg-5.6

(2)

The fact that the research devices below 50nm follow the
same relationship established for pre-production
transistors at longer gate lengths suggests that this
relationship is intrinsic to the scaling of bulk transistors
using current methodologies (meaning the scaling of gate
length, drive current, and voltage at the same time).
Historically, it is the leakage current that has been relaxed
to enable us to achieve the drive current scaling. If this
same scaling methodology continues, controlling offcurrents while at the same time maintaining aggressive
drive currents will be difficult in bulk CMOS.

Figure 20: Total power as a function of technology
node, for a fixed (30m) total transistor width, showing
the increasing importance of off-state current as
technology scales
It can be seen that the off-state leakage component to
total power exceeds active power as the technology
decreases beyond the 65nm node. Thus, finding a
solution to the off-current issue is one of the most
important challenges facing transistor design.

TRANSISTOR ARCHITECTURE FOR
LEAKAGE
Depleted Substrate Transistor–Single Gate
One of the ways to overcome the issue of static power is
to increase the threshold voltage. However, increasing
the threshold voltage while scaling the power-supply
voltage decreases the drive current of the device. A
feasible way of addressing the power issue is to improve
the sub-threshold gradient of the transistor. As the
transistor scales, and the channel doping increases to
support the thinner oxide, the sub-threshold gradient
degrades. The sub-threshold gradient is linked to the
depletion capacitance by the equation
S=(kT/q).ln10.(1+CD/Cox)

[4]

where T is the temperature, q is the electronic charge, S is
the sub-threshold gradient, CD is the capacitance of the
depletion region, and Cox is the gate-oxide capacitance [9].
From equation 4, it can be seen that decreasing the
depletion capacitance Cd will improve the sub-threshold
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Tsi~Lg/3

Substrate

~200nm buried oxide. The physical gate-oxide thickness
was equal to 1.5nm, the same as the bulk devices. Figure
23 shows the Id-Vg characteristics of two 60nm Lg n-MOS
transistors, a bulk transistor and a DST.
1E-03
-

VD = 1.3V

1E-04
-

Id(A/µm)

gradient towards the minimum theoretical value of
60mV/decade. Decreasing CD can be achieved by the use
of Silicon-On-Insulator with a fully depleted substrate,
since the depletion layer now extends through the buried
oxide into the substrate. The value of CD then becomes
negligible compared to Cox in Equation 4. We call this
broad category of devices, which include several elements
necessary for future scaling, a Depleted Substrate
Transistor (DST), and this can be seen in Figure 21 [10].

VD = 0.05V

1E-05
1E-06
1E-07
-

DST
Bulk Silicon

1E-08
1E-09
0

Depleted Transistor Body
Figure 21: Illustration of Depleted Substrate Transistor
(DST)
We define the DST as consisting of three elements:
•

The body of the device is fully depleted, be this
double-gate (DG) [9] transistors, gate-all-around
transistors (GAA) [11], or even transistors whose
bodies are no longer silicon (III-V’s etc.).

•

The gate dielectric is a high-k material mentioned
previously.

•

The junctions are raised epitaxial source/drain.

Figure 22 shows a TEM cross section of such a device.
The epitaxial raised source/drain are necessary to decrease
the series resistance of the transistor, due to the thin
silicon body.
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0.75

VG (Volts)

1

1.25

Figure 23: Log Id-Vg characteristics of a bulk and DST
transistor
Two features can be seen from this figure: the subthreshold gradient, which has improved from 95
mV/decade to 75mV/decade, and the DIBL, which has
decreased from 100mV/V to 45 mV/V. The improved subthreshold gradient thus allows the DST to decrease
threshold voltage by 40-50mV, while the improvement in
DIBL allows a further 50mV decrease in Vt. As power
supply voltages decrease below 1V, the DST devices will
allow substantial gains in gate overdrive (Vg-Vt), as well a
reduction in off-state power by 2 orders of magnitude.

Depleted Substrate Transistor–Double Gate
As transistors continue to scale, control of short channel
effects become more and more important. It will be
increasingly difficult to control the electrostatic
communication between source and drain that results in
transistor leakage by using bulk or even single-gate DSTs.
Solutions are being researched that enclose the channel
area by the gate stack. The most common form of this
transistor architecture is called the Double-Gate
transistor.

50nm

Thin Si Body
BOX

Epi Raised
S-D

Figure 22: TEM of the Depleted Substrate Transistor
(DST)
Depleted Substrate CMOS transistors were fabricated on a
thin silicon body with a thickness of <25nm on top of a
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Figure 24: Illustration of a two-FinFET Double-Gate
transistor. The current flows along each sidewall of the
fins
Figure 24 shows an illustration of a two-fin transistor, one
form of double-gate device. In this case, the current runs
along both sidewalls of the fins.
The gate controls the front and back of such a doublegate transistor, thus offering better short channel control
than a single gate. However, double-gate devices are
much more difficult to fabricate due to their threedimensional nature. Figure 25 shows a double-gate
FinFET device in the direction of current flow and Figure
26 shows the transistor perpendicular to current flow.

Gate
source

drain

Fins

Figure 26: TEM cross-section of a 30nm double-gate
device
In terms of short channel control, simulations have shown
that double-gate devices can buy up to a two-generational
gain in DIBL over single-gate DSTs [12]. However, it
should be noted that one of the issues concerning both
types of device is the thickness of the silicon that forms
the channel region. In the case of single-gate DSTs, the
thickness of the silicon channel body has been found to
be approx Lg/3. In the case of double-gate DSTs, the
thickness of the Fin is twice the body thickness (2Lg/3), as
each gate controls a thickness of Lg/3.
Silicon Body Thickness (nm)

gates
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Figure 25: SEM of Double-Gate Multi-Fin Structure

Figure 27: Silicon body thickness required for full
depletion of a single-gate DST and a double-gate DST
As the gate length scales, the thickness of the silicon
body (Tsi) also scales. Figure 27 shows the thicknesses
needed to provide full depletion for both single- and
double-gate DSTs. It can be seen that for single gates, the
thickness quickly approaches to less than 10nm. This
constraint of requiring Tsi < 10nm is relaxed in FinFETs,
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since the Tsi is perpendicular to the wafer plane (Figure
24), and the thickness values are twice that of single-gate
DSTs (Tsi is the fin width in the case of double-gates).
However, this dimension is achieved using lithography,
and this means that the most critical lithography step is no
longer polysilicon patterning, but Fin patterning. In other
words, for FinFET devices, the fin width needs to be
smaller than the gate length. For example, for 20nm Lg s,
the Fin patterning will require lithography that can
reproducibly print 13nm Fin widths.

Drive Current

The solution to the drive current issue (from external
parasitic resistance) is to use raised source/drain, which
increases the effective thickness of the junctions and
hence the junction conductance [14]. Figure 29 shows the
advantage of raised source/drains over conventional
junctions on DST transistors. The transistors with and
without raised source/drain were fabricated with a gate
length of 60nm. At matched Ioff of 60nA/ìm, DST devices
with raised source/drain (blue lines) exhibit superior drive
currents, up to 50% more than the non-raised source/drain
DST structures (red lines).
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Figure 29: ID-VD characteristics for 60nm DST
transistors, with no raised S/D (red lines), and with
raised S/D (blue lines)
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One of the most serious issues with gate length scaling is
our ability to maintain high drain current as the powersupply voltage scales without being able to fully scale Vt,
which remains high to control transistor leakage currents.
The power-supply scaling shown in Figure 1 suggests
that keeping Idsat constant will be a significant challenge.
In order to illustrate this point, Figure 28 shows the data
from a 20nm gate length device at Vdd=0.85V and
Vdd=0.7V. It can be seen that a power- supply voltage
drop of 0.15V results in a drop of 30% in the drive current
capabilities of the transistor, from 533 µA/µm to 375
µA/µm. Some of the issues facing drive current scaling are
discussed below.

0.25

0.5

0.75

Drain Voltage (V)
Figure 28: Id-Vd characteristics for the 20nm transistor
at two different supply voltages, 0.85V and 0.7V

Figure 30 further illustrates the performance gains that can
be obtained in combining DST with raised source/drains.
Figure 30 shows the PMOS Ion-Ioff comparison of the
depleted-substrate transistor with and without raised
source/drain, and the standard 0.13um-generation bulk Si
transistors at Vd = 1.3V. For a given Ioff (e.g., 1.0 nA/um),
the depleted-substrate transistor with raised source/drain
shows the highest Ion value, about 30% higher than the
standard bulk Si transistor. Conversely, at a fixed drive
current (e.g., at 0.6mA/µm), the off-current is decreased by
about two orders of magnitude for DST.

Series Resistance
With DST-like devices comes the need to keep the body
thickness in the range that allows for complete depletion.
In the representation of the DST transistor in Figure 21,
the thickness of the silicon body (TSi) needs to be kept to
around Lg/3 to maintain complete depletion (see also
Figure 27). As the transistors scale to Lg=20nm, the body
thickness will need to be of the order of 6-7nm. Apart from
the fabrication issues for such thin bodies discussed
above, the increase in series resistance arising from ultrathin junctions will limit transistor drive currents [13].
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Figure 30: Comparson of p-MOS bulk silicon
(triangles), DST (circles) and DST with raised
source/drains (squares)
Another way of looking at the data is from a powersupply perspective. DST pMOS with raised source/drain
achieves the same Ion-Ioff performance at 1.1V as the bulkdevice at 1.3V, thus enabling a reduction in power by 30%
(power α voltage2).

GATE STACK
As discussed in a previous section, future transistor
design will need to incorporate high-K dielectrics for
continued transistor scaling. One of the considerations
with high-k dielectrics is the dielectric integrity at high
frequencies. With clock speeds already in the gigaherz,
the gate material must maintain its dielectric integrity to
frequencies well above this. If the responding material
cannot follow the switching at high frequencies, the high
dielectric constant measured normally at low frequencies
will not be obtained, and therefore the gate capacitance
and subsequent drive current will be reduced. Figure 31
shows measurements of dielectric constant as a function
of frequency for three different materials, SiO2, HfO2, and
ZrO2, up to 20GHz. It can be seen that HfO2 and ZrO2
show the same invariance to frequency that the SiO2
dielectric shows.
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Figure 31: Dielectric constant versus frequency for
SiO2 (bottom) and the High-Ks, ZrO2 and HfO2 (bottom)
The dielectric itself is not, however, the only issue in
maintaining high gate capacitance. There are other
capacitance elements that tend to reduce the net gate
capacitance. The gate stack enters into the transistor
saturation current equation through the term Coxe:
Id= µ.Coxe.(Z/L).(Vg-Vt)2

[3]

Where Coxe is the equivalent capacitance of the gate stack
(Coxe=εοεSiO2/Toxe), and is made up of
Toxe=Toxp + Tqm + Tpd

[4]

where Toxp is the equivalent thickness of the dielectric
itself, if it were SiO2; Tqm is the quantum mechanical term
coming from quantization of the inversion layer, which
tends to cause the electrons to reside in the silicon a short
distance away from the Si/SiO2 interface; and Tpd is the
depletion region in the poly electrode resulting form
incomplete degeneration of the gate electrode. The values
typically taken for these are 0.5nm for poly depletion and
0.5nm for quantum mechanical effects [15].
The quantum mechanical contribution always persists,
and even if dielectric thickness is reduced to zero, the
electrical Tox (inversion) would approach 1nm. A further
increase in capacitance can be achieved by eliminating the
poly depletion portion with use of a conductive metal gate
electrode. This would reduce the equivalent oxide
thickness by 0.5nm. This approach is being actively
researched (e.g., [16]).

CONCLUSIONS
Transistor scaling issues have been examined to determine
the implications on device performance.
We have
fabricated planar Si transistors down to 10nm physical
gate length using a special spacer gate technique.
Transistors at these aggressively scaled dimensions down
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to 15nm are shown to exhibit good device characteristics.
Although transistors with 10nm physical gate length show
normal switching characteristics, they exhibit very high
off-state leakage. To alleviate the high parasitic leakage
problem, we have demonstrated a transistor structure with
a fully depleted substrate (DST) providing near-ideal subthreshold gradient and highly reduced DIBL. In addition
to DST device architecture, new electronic materials and
modules will be needed in the future to maintain high
performance and low parasitic leakages.
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ABSTRACT
Lithography is the primary enabling technology for
semiconductor manufacturing. Having led the industry
transition to Deep Ultra-Violet (DUV) lithography, Intel is
currently leading the transition to 193nm, 157nm, and
Extreme Ultra-Violet (EUV) lithography. Lithography
technologies, such as 193nm, 157nm, and EUV
lithography, which have benefited from Intel investment,
have gained industry acceptance, while competing
technologies, such as x-ray lithography, are no longer
being pursued.
The Intel Lithography Roadmap is the Intel plan for the
next several generations of lithography technology. In
this paper, we discuss this roadmap and review the
strategic and tactical forces that have produced the
current version of this roadmap. The status of future
lithography technologies is also reviewed, with an
emphasis on 193nm, 157nm, and EUV lithography. Finally,
the key question of affordability is addressed.

INTRODUCTION
Lithography is the single most important driver of
Moore’s law. By providing the capability to continuously
reduce the size of features patterned on semiconductor
wafers, each new generation of lithography equipment has
enabled faster microprocessors and smaller, less costly
integrated circuits. Without the continuous improvements
in lithography process and equipment technology that
have occurred over the past 30 years, personal computers,
cell phones, and the Internet would not be available today.
Due to the importance of lithography, Intel devotes large
amounts of time and money to developing a strategic and
tactical roadmap for the future direction of Intel
lithography technology. Because the semiconductor
industry has aligned with the Intel Lithography Roadmap,
Intel’s decisions have a strong influence on the
investment decisions made by the suppliers who provide
lithography equipment to the semiconductor industry. For
example, Intel leadership was the catalyst for industry
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investment in 157nm lithography. Similarly, Intel has been
the force behind the semiconductor industry acceptance
of EUV lithography as the successor to traditional optical
lithography. The strong influence of the Intel Lithography
Roadmap makes it worthwhile to review both the roadmap
and the forces that have created it.
The Intel Lithography Roadmap is driven by technical
forces such as lithographic resolution and process
control; tactical forces such as the development schedule
for new lithography equipment; and commercial forces
such as the affordability of lithography equipment. A
review of these forces explains how the current Intel
Lithography Roadmap has been developed. Intel has
made the decision to invest in certain lithography
technologies, such as 193nm, 157nm, and EUV lithography
and not to invest in other technologies, such as x-ray
lithography and electron projection lithography. A review
of the status and timing of future lithography technologies
provides insight into the decisions Intel has made in the
past and will make in the future.
It is well known that the cost of lithography equipment
has increased at a nearly exponential rate over the past 30
years. The $100,000 contact printers of the early 1970s
have given way to the over $12M 193nm step-and-scan
exposure tools of the first decade of the 21st century. How
will the semiconductor industry be able to afford such
costly equipment?
Will the investment in future
lithography technologies be wasted because of other
limitations on transistor size reduction (transistor scaling)?
Intel has a high degree of confidence in the ability of the
industry to continue transistor scaling for many years into
the future. Furthermo re, Intel has a well-developed
strategy to manage lithography affordability.
This
strategy will enable continued transistor scaling.
This paper reviews the strategic decisions and thinking
that have resulted in today’s Intel Lithography Roadmap.
The status of advanced technologies such as 193nm,
157nm, and EUV lithography are reviewed in order to
provide the background for Intel’s roadmap decisions.
Information is presented to support the continuing need
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for advanced lithography technologies to enable
transistor scaling. Finally, the affordability of future
lithography technologies is addressed.

INTEL LITHOGRAPHY ROADMAP
The Intel Lithography Roadmap is the plan for the
lithography technology that will be used to pattern the
smallest features on each new generation of integrated
circuits. Contemporary semiconductor devices have ~25
patterned layers. The smallest features are on the four to
six “critical” layers, which define the size of the
transistors. The remaining layers are used to interconnect
the transistors to form an integrated circuit. Interconnect
layers have larger feature sizes. As discussed in the
section on affordability, the interconnect layers are
normally patterned by “reusing” lithography equipment
from earlier process generations.

Intel always uses the most advanced lithography
technology that is ready for manufacturing to pattern
critical layers. As shown in Figure 1, Intel is using DUV
(248nm) lithography for the critical layers of the 130nm
generation. The Intel plan is to transition to 193nm
lithography for the 90nm generation; 157nm will be used
on the critical layers of the 65nm generation if 157nm
lithography is ready on time, and 157nm lithography will
be used on the critical layers of the 45nm generation if
EUV is not ready on time.
The dates shown in Figure 1 are for the start of highvolume manufacturing. However, lithography tools for
process development are required at least two years
sooner.
Furthermore, equipment suppliers require
approximately five years to design and build each new
generation of lithography equipment. Therefore, the tenyear look-ahead provided by the roadmap is needed to
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Figure 1: Intel Lithography Roadmap
The Intel Lithography Roadmap shows a continuous
progression to shorter lithography wavelengths
(smaller λ). Starting with i-line (365nm) lithography, the
roadmap progresses to DUV (248nm), 193nm, 157nm and
EUV (13nm) lithography.
The drive to shorter
wavelengths is because optical resolution is directly
proportional to wavelength. Using a shorter wavelength
enables manufacturing integrated circuits with smaller
transistors.
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allow both Intel and the equipment suppliers to plan for
the future.

Strategic and Technical Drivers
For nearly 30 years the growth of the semiconductor
industry has been tied to Moore’s Law; the essence of
which is the ability to give customers faster, more complex
products by manufacturing faster, more complex
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integrated circuits, at a constant or decreasing price. The
Intel Lithography Roadmap is driven by a commitment to
maintain the industry momentum provided by Moore’s
Law.
In lithographic terms, Moore’s Law translates into three
technical requirements:
1.

Reduce pitch by 30% every two years. A 30%
reduction in pitch produces a 50% reduction in chip
area. This allows more complex products to be
produced without an increase in chip size.

2.

Reduce gate width by >30% every two years. Since
transistor speed is inversely proportional to gate
width, smaller gates mean faster chips.

3.

Maintain a constant cost for lithography. Since
lithography is the largest single component of chip
fabrication cost, lithography costs must stay constant
to allow chip costs to stay constant.

Figure 1 shows the 30%/generation pitch and gate size
reduction, which Intel has maintained on a two-year cycle
for the past ten years.
Intel’s roadmap strategy is designed to ensure that these
requirements are met for each new generation of Intel
technology. Therefore, lithography decisions are based
on staying on the two-year cycle of Moore’s Law and on
meeting device density and speed requirements with
affordable lithography technology.
2.5

Capital

Operation

Reticle

2.0

less critical, interconnect layers, the Intel strategy is to
reuse existing lithography equipment.
Intel transitions rapidly to new lithography technologies
because we have found that this is the lowest total cost
approach. Even though new generations of lithography
equipment are more costly, the costs are more than offset
by the savings in other areas; e.g., mask costs.
Figure 2 compares two potential candidates for the critical
layers of the 65nm technology node (157nm with Binary
masks and 193m with Alternating Phase Shift Masks) and
two candidates for the 45nm node (EUV Lithography with
Binary masks and 157nm with Alternating Phase Shift
Masks). In both cases, the next -generation technology
has significantly lower cost/layer due to less expensive
masks and lower capital costs. (The lower capital costs
are due to the higher run rate that is achievable with
binary masks.) Therefore, Intel’s plan is to use 157nm
lithography on the 65nm node and to use EUV
Lithography on the 45nm node. Of course, these plans are
dependent on the availability of 157nm and EUV exposure
tools in the required time frames.

Lithography Roadmap Acceleration
As shown in Table 1, i-line/g-line lithography was used for
six technology generations over a period of fifteen years.
DUV lithography will be used for three process
generations over a period of six years. The Intel
Lithography Roadmap (Figure 1) shows 193nm, 157nm,
and EUV all being introduced in the following four years.
What has happened to force the roadmap to accelerate so
rapidly?

1.5

Table 1: Wavelength “Generations”
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Alt PSM
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Figure 2: Binary vs. PSM cost/layer

Intel Roadmap Strategy
Semiconductor manufacturers follow two different
roadmap strategies. Some companies work very hard to
extend their existing, in-use lithography technology for as
many generations as possible. Other companies transition
as rapidly as possible to each new generation of
lithography technology. Intel follows both strategies
simultaneously. For the critical, transis tor device layers,
the Intel strategy is to transition as rapidly as possible to
each new generation of lithography technology. For the
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Year
1981
1984
1987
1990
1993
1995
1997
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2009

Node
2000nm
1500nm
1000nm
800nm
500nm
350nm
250nm
180nm
130nm
90nm
65nm
45nm
32nm and below

Lithography
i/g-line Steppers
i/g-line Steppers
i/g-line Steppers
i/g-line Steppers
i/g-line Steppers
i-line è DUV
DUV
DUV
DUV
193nm
193nm è 157nm
157nm è EUV
EUV
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Two factors have contributed to the accelerated rate of
change in lithography:

invested over $200M in the development of EUV
lithography.

1.

The transition to sub-wavelength patterning as
shown in Figure 3.

Transistor Scaling

2.

The finite limit on the Numerical Aperture (NA) of
optical systems, which sets a limit on the minimum
possible resolution at a particular wavelength, as
shown in Figure 4.

Even if it is possible to use lithography to pattern features
smaller than 50nm, there is legitimate concern as to
whether other factors will constrain the ability of the
semiconductor industry to manufacture 45nm generation
and smaller transistors.

Dimension (nm)

1200
1000

Intel has addressed this question by accelerating research
on transistor design.
The Intel announcement of
TeraHertz transistors with gate dimensions below 20nm
(Figure 5) clearly demonstrates that transistor physics and
material properties will not prevent continuing on the path
of Moore’s Law. The key issue will be the availability of
lithography equipment that can pattern sub-50nm features,
in high-volume applications, at affordable costs. This
again emphasizes the need to accelerate the lithography
roadmap.
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Figure 3: Sub-wavelength lithography
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In the early 1990s, there was significant concern that the
industry could not make the transition from i/g-line
lithography to 248nm Deep Ultra-Violet (DUV)
lithography. There were many challenges to overcome
before DUV lithography could be successful in highvolume manufacturing. Exposure tool suppliers had to
learn to fabricate precision optics from ultra-pure fused
silica. Resist suppliers had to develop and commercialize
chemically amplified resists. Mask makers had to learn to
use new materials. However, all these challenges were
overcome, and DUV (248nm) lithography has been the
workhorse technology for semiconductor manufacturing
since the 250nm (0.25 micron) generation. DUV exposure
tools, which were introduced at 0.50NA, are now in their
fourth
generation,
with
fifth-generation,
>0.80NA tools due in 2003.

DUV

193nm 157nm

EUV

Figure 4: Limits of wavelength extension
Resolution is related to wavelength and NA by the wellknown equation:

resolution ∝

Wavelength
Numerical Aperture

The combined impact of these two factors has been to
accelerate the rate of introduction of new lithography
technologies; i.e., to accelerate the transition to ever
smaller wavelengths. The need for smaller wavelengths to
maintain Moore’s Law is the primary reason that Intel has
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Figure 5: TeraHertz transistor with 15nm gate
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The industry is poised to introduce 193nm lithography
into high-volume manufacturing in the second half of
2002. Prototype 193nm exposure tools were delivered in
1996. Early production 193nm tools were delivered in 2001.
Both the prototype and early production tools were
delivered in small quantities, partly due to the lack of a
mature 193nm resist technology. Mature, high-resolution
193nm resists are now available from several suppliers.
Lithography equipment suppliers are ready to deliver
production quantities of 0.75NA 193nm exposure tools in
2003 to support 90nm integrated circuit manufacturing on
300mm wafers. By early 2003, suppliers will be ready to
deliver 0.85NA 193nm exposure tools to support
development and early manufacturing of 65nm integrated
circuits.
Patterning 65nm generation integrated circuits will require
either 157nm lithography or 193nm lithography with
Alternating Phase Shift Masks. Both Intel and the
lithography equipment suppliers are confident that the
cost of 157nm lithography will be less than the cost of
193nm lithography with Alternating Phase Shift Masks.
There are many challenges to overcome before 157nm
lithography can be used in high-volume manufacturing.
The challenges include the development of large supplies
of large diameter, high-purity CaF2 crystals for optics; the
development of pellicles with high transparency at 157nm
to protect masks, and the development and
commercialization of 157nm resists.

The current forecast is that 157nm exposure tools will not
be available until 2004. Therefore, 65nm integrated circuit
technology will be developed using 193nm lithography. It
is likely that 193nm lithography will also be used for early
65nm generation production. However, 157nm is expected
to intersect the peak of the 65nm integrated circuit
generation.
Extreme Ultra-Violet (EUV) lithography is being developed
for 45nm generation integrated circuits. There has been
excellent progress on EUV lithography in the past two
years. The feasibility of manufacturing EUV optics has
been demonstrated. EUV masks have been produced by
several mask shops. EUV resists are available, since DUV
resists are capable of EUV imaging. The EUV LLC (Limited
Liability Company) has demonstrated that all the
components of EUV technology can be integrated into a
fully functional, 0.10NA, prototype EUV exposure tool
(Figure 7), which can pattern 70nm features (Figure 8).
The success of the prototype tool demonstrates that sub50nm lithography will be possible with first-generation,
production EUV exposure tools and that ~20nm
lithography should be possible with second-generation
EUV tools.

Although there are many challenges to 157nm lithography
development, there has been excellent progress in the last
few years. Suppliers have developed 157nm optical
designs; materials for 157nm mask blanks are now
available; and 157nm resists with good imaging capability
have been demonstrated (Figure 6).

Figure 7: Prototype EUV exposure tool

Figure 6: 157nm resist images (80nm lines)
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However, there are still significant risks which could delay
the introduction of EUV. For example, the lack of a highpower source of EUV radiation could reduce the run rate
(output) of EUV exposure tools and make EUV too
expensive for high-volume manufacturing. Thus, even
with the excellent progress on EUV lithography, which has
occurred over the past two years, the situation at the 45nm
node is similar to the situation at the 65nm node.
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demonstrated that full-size EPL masks can be fabricated
with the low (zero) defect levels required for production.
(There are similar concerns about defects on EUV masks.
However, the mask industry has a clear, data-driven
roadmap to achieve zero defect EUV masks in the
2005/2006 time frame when they will be required for
process development). Finally, the successful patterning
of 70nm contacts (Figure 8) with 0.10NA EUV optics show
that a specialized tool for patterning contacts will not be
required.

Exposure Tool Price ($M)

Although there is a strong consensus that EUV
lithography will be used at the 32nm generation and

100
10
1
0

1985 1989 1993 1997 2001 2005

Figure 9: Exposure tool price trend

AFFORDABILITY

below, there is significant concern as to whether EUV
lithography will be ready for the 45nm generation. If EUV
lithography is not ready, then 157nm lithography with
Alternating Phase Shift Masks will be used for the 45nm
generation.
In addition to 193nm, 157nm, and EUV lithography,
Electron Projection Lithography (EPL) has been proposed
for the 65nm node and below. There have also been
proposals to use EPL as a complementary technology,
specifically for patterning contact layers.
Although Intel continues to monitor the development of
EPL technology, we do not see a place for EPL on the Intel
roadmap. In particular, the low run rate of EPL tools will
make the technology expensive. In addition, no one has
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Run Rate (WPH)

Figure 8: 70nm lines and contacts patterned with a 0.1NA
prototype EUV exposure tool

In 1986, Intel’s first 150mm (6”) factory was built and filled
with manufacturing equipment for just over $25M. Today
(2002) the typical price for a 193nm exposure tool is
approximately $12M. The price of 157nm exposure tools is
forecast to be as high as $20M; Extreme Ultra-Violet (EUV)
exposure tools may cost as much as $25M (Figure 9).
Fortunately, some of the price increases for lithography
equipment have been offset by faster run rates (higher
output per tool). As a result of higher tool output, the
cost of Deep Ultra-Violet (DUV) lithography has actually
decreased by ~20% since its introduction in the mid-1990s
(Figure 10).
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Figure 10: DUV exposure tool run rate trend
“Reuse” of lithography equipment allows the high cost of
exposure tools to be spread over several generations of
technology. Intel has a well-defined reuse “waterfall”
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where tools that were originally purchased for patterning
critical device layers are reused on subsequent process
generations to pattern looser layers (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Intel reuse waterfall

Thus far, Intel has been able to maintain a fairly level cost
for lithography by adopting the following strategy:
•

Rapid transition to each new generation of
lithography equipment; i.e., shorter wavelengths.

•

Using fast (high-run rate) lithography tools.

•

Reusing lithography equipment over multiple
process generations.

members, all of whom have made important contributions
to the development of the Intel Lithography Roadmap.
EUV images were provided by the EUV LLC.
The 157nm images were used with the permission of the
Willson Research Group at the University of Texas at
Austin.
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Our expectation is that this strategy will allow lithography
to continue to be affordable into the 45nm technology
generation and beyond.

CONCLUSION
Although the transition to sub-wavelength patterning has
accelerated the rate of introduction of new lithography
technologies, the necessary technology does exist and
will be available when needed by the semiconductor
industry.
In particular, 193nm lithography will be
introduced into high-volume manufacturing in 2002. There
are no technological barriers to the introduction of 157nm
and Extreme Ultra-Violet (EUV) lithography in the 2005 to
2007 time frame.
Finally, faster and higher-output
exposure tools, combined with the practice of selective
reuse of existing lithography equipment, will ensure that
lithography remains affordable for the foreseeable future.
There is no doubt that lithography will continue to play its
pivotal role in enabling Moore’s Law.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The continual increasing performance of microelectronics
products places a high demand on packaging
technologies. Key drivers such as thermal management,
power delivery, interconnect density, and integration
require novel material development and new package
architectures.
In this paper, package technology
migrations for microprocessors and communication
products are described. Material needs for high thermal
dissipation, high-speed signaling, and high-density
interconnects are discussed.

A review of the evolution of microprocessors in the past
two decades and a projection into the near foreseeable
future in the current decade shows that microprocessor
performance continues to match the almost self-fulfilling
prophecy of Moore’s law [1].
This increase in
performance places significant demands on packaging
and assembly for performance and reliability. A paper
published in the 3rd quarter of 2000 in the Intel
Technology Journal [2] showed that in response to
demand, microprocessor packaging has evolved from
simple mechanical protection to a sophisticated
electrical/thermal/mechanical platform that enables
microprocessor performance. This paper elaborates
further on the themes articulated in the earlier paper and
provides additional details of some of the emerging trends
in assembly and packaging. The key technical drivers for
assembly and packaging in the areas of power delivery,
power management, interconnect scaling, and integration
are articulated. Future driver trends are discussed in
order to explain some of the technical challenges these
trends have created. Specific technical challenges in
power delivery, thermal management, materials
development,
high-speed
signaling,
high-density
interconnects, and integration are discussed, and the state
of the art is reviewed. Opportunities for further work to
continue to expand the cost-performance envelope of
assembly and packaging technologies are identified; in
particular the Bumpless Build-Up Layer (BBUL)
technology is reviewed.

Microprocessor scaling for increased performance and
reduced cost places significant challenges on power
delivery and power removal due to reducing dimensions,
operating voltages, and increasing power. Meeting these
challenges indicates a need for advanced packaging
solutions, such as Bumpless Build-Up Layer Technology
(BBUL); and power-delivery architectures such as OnPackage Integrated Voltage Regulation (OPVR) that
enhance the power-delivery capability of the packaging
architecture.
Similarly, solutions using advanced
materials and heat management systems such as heat
spreaders and high-capacity heat sinks are needed to
facilitate power removal. Microprocessor scaling also
requires improvements in package substrates and
continues to drive major transitions in substrate materials
and features while market constraints continue to exert
significant cost pressures.
To support the ever-growing demand of cellular
communication products for highly integrated, small form
factor devices, new package architectures are described.
Key research thrusts for the future are also highlighted.
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Attention is then shifted to the packaging of components
used in portable and cellular devices. These applications
demand low-cost, high-performance packaging in
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compact form factors. The market segments present
unique challenges in terms of cost, performance, and time
to market. New package architectures developed to
address these challenges are reviewed, and future
developmental opportunities are highlighted.

POWER-DELIVERY CONSIDERATIONS
Microprocessor scaling has consistently adhered to
Moore’s law [1]. Increasing transistor density combined

with the performance demanded from next-generation
microprocessors result in increased processor power.
Scaling also necessitates a reduction in the operating
voltages both for reliability of the finer-dimension
devices and for containing the power consumed. This
reduction in the supply voltage further increases the
supply currents drawn by the microprocessors while
margins for noise in the power supply shrink in absolute
terms.

Figure 1: Intel CPU transistors double every ~18 months
The increasing supply currents and shrinking margins in
supply noise place an enormous burden on the circuits
that provide power to the chip. These circuits are
collectively referred to as the power-delivery system for
the processor, and they constitute the power-conversion
devices or Voltage Regulator Modules (VRMs) that step
a high voltage of 12 or 48V down to the processor
operating voltage (~1.5V) as well as the hierarchy of
capacitances located at the output of the VRM’s
extending all the way into the microprocessor package
[3].
Increasing currents tax the power-delivery system of a
CPU or network in two principal ways:
§

§

Power-saving features in the CPU architecture
mandate various operating conditions that lower
power consumption to a minimum through ‘sleep,’
‘stand-by,’ ‘idle,’ and ‘power-down’ states: when the
CPU changes state to a fully operational mode, it
demands a sudden surge in current in a short duration
of time.
The very large (>100A) currents flowing in the
interconnect between the VRM’s and the CPU cause
power wastage and the associated self-heating in the
board, socket, and CPU packages.

Power Path Loop Inductance Scaling and
Reduction
The surges of current (often referred to in the literature as
DI/DT events) as well as the sudden relaxation in the
current demanded by the CPU, combined with the
properties of the noise de-coupling capacitance hierarchy,
result in a series of supply voltage variations referred to
as supply droops and overshoots. The droops in the
network are dependent upon the capacitance hierarchy,
with the voltage variations being a consequence of
damped resonant oscillations of the various de-coupling
loops of capacitances and inductances in the network. It
can be seen through simple analytical derivation that the
magnitude of these droops can be calculated as follows:

∆V = ∆I

Lp
Cd

(1)

Where Lp and Cd in equation (1) refer to the package
loop inductance and the die effective capacitance,
respectively. The variation in supply voltage ∆V refers to
the droop corresponding to the resonant response of the
loop, including the die capacitance and the loop
inductance, to the next level of de-coupling capacitance.
A key challenge in minimizing this droop is the scaling of
the package loop inductance to meet the demands of CPU
scaling. Exploring this further, we get the following:
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∆V1 = k vV1 = ∆I 1

L1
CV2f
= ki 1 1 1
C1
V1

L1
C1

L2
C V2 f
= ki 2 2 2
C2
V2

L2
C2

Consider now a process scaling factor of

§

Where Xi refers to a parameter X in the two processes.
For example, L1 is the package loop inductance in
process-1 and L2 is the same for the next-generation
process-2. Defining Sl as (L2 / L1), and dividing the
equations above, loop inductance scaling is given as

Sl =

1
S c S 2f

5

§

P o w e r (W a tts )

1

A Realistic Scaling ‘RS’ scenario where power P
increases by a factor of 2 and the supply voltage V
reduces by

Historical data on the increase in power for Intel
microprocessors is included in Figure 2. It is seen that
the power doubles approximately every 36 months, which
is approximately half the pace of the increase in the
number of transistors as forecasted by Moore’s Law.
This difference could be attributed to greater amounts of
memory content in microprocessors as they are scaled,
leading to less overall capacitance contributing to power
consumption than would be otherwise expected, or
smaller die sizes. A capacitance scaling factor SC = 1
reconciles the historical power trend with simple
analytical predictions based on doubling frequency,
transistor count, and less aggressive voltage reduction.
These are described later.

1
leading to an increase in the
2
3

dynamic supply current of 2 4 or ~1.68X.
§

A Triplet ‘T’ scenario where the capacitance per unit
area increases as before by Sc, but the frequency
increases only by ~(1/0.7) or Sc, and the voltage
reduces by a full 0.7 factor; the power in this
scenario remains constant while the current increases
1

by 2 2 or ~1.43X.
It can be seen, by applying the simple scaling law (2)
above that the ‘Q’ scenario requires a scaling of the loop
inductance by the 5th exponent of the process scaling
factor Sc, while the ‘T’ scenario also necessitates a scaling
of the loop inductance by the 3rd exponent of the process
scaling factor. The realistic ‘RS’ scenario that reflects
historical power scaling would require a loop-inductance
scaling of the 4th exponent of process scaling.

P e ntiu m ®
pro c e s s o rs

P ro c e s s o r po w e r do u ble s
e v e ry ~ 3 6 mo nt hs …
486

286
8086
8085
8080

A Quintuplet1 ‘Q’ scenario, where C increases by
(1/0.7) or Sc, the operating frequency increases by 2X
or ~(1/0.7)4, and the voltage reduces only by

a 2 4 or ~2.4X increase in the dynamic supply
current.

Power Progression for Intel CPUs

10

or 0.7 (as

0.7 or 85%, leading to a 2X increase in power and

(2)

Where Sx refers to the scaling factor for parameter X.
Interestingly, under the assumption that the die size and
the architecture remain identical, the scaling factor for
loop inductance is determined purely by the capacitance
scaling factor (die capacitance per unit area) and the
scaling factor for the operating frequency.

100

2

has been typical over a number of generations), and
inspect power-related processor scaling scenarios:

And

∆V2 = k vV2 = ∆I 2

1
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Figure 2: Historical power trend for Intel CPUs
1

The motivation for the scaling scenario name will be evident in the
consequence the scaling scenario imposes upon loop inductance scaling.
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microprocessor. The large current values anticipated in
future microprocessors (in excess of 100A) are forcing
greater pin counts in sockets, larger copper thicknesses in
boards, and are arresting the thickness reduction (for
aspect ratio control in fine trace widths) for metal layers
within substrates. This is perhaps a more difficult
challenge than the loop-L reduction.
Let’s assume that the platform design requires that the
loss in the power-delivery interconnect remain constant.
As currents scale by a factor SI, the resistance will need to
be reduced by the square function of the current scaling
factor to satisfy the constant interconnect power
requirement, or
Figure 3: A Voltage Regulator Module (VRM)
As can be seen from equation (1), the knobs available to
control the droops are limited from an assembly
technology standpoint for the resonant loop of the highest
frequency. Both ∆I and Cd are determined by the CPU
architecture, circuit design, and layout as well as by
process scaling. Components of assembly technology,
particularly the package caps and the substrate, contribute
to the effective loop inductance, Lp, that determines the
droop in this damped resonant circuit. As supply currents
increase and explicitly added die capacitances are
removed (for die cost, leakage, and other die and circuit
design reasons), reducing the power loop inductance to
control droop ratios is a key driver that leads to the
consideration of advanced packaging techniques such as
the Bumpless Build-Up Layer (BBUL) technique,
described in a later section.

Figure 4: Power pod power-delivery system

Power Path Series Resistance Scaling and
Reduction
Power path resistance losses contribute significantly to
system inefficiency as well as heat generation within the
boards, sockets, and packages that support the
Emerging Directions For Packaging Technologies

S ppr =

1
S I2

(3)

where Sppr is the power interconnect resistance scaling
factor and SI is the current scaling factor. It can be seen
that the Q scenario for current scaling (where SI = 2.4)
will require a path resistance reduction by a factor of
~0.175 for the next process generation, the RS scenario
requires a reduction factor of ~0.35, and the T scenario
will need an Sppr of ~0.5.
Figure 5 displays graphically the challenge in scaling
assembly technology parameters in accordance with
microprocessor scaling.
Starting from hypothetical
values for the loop-inductance and the series path
resistance in the 0.18µm process generation, it is seen
that the loop-L value required to meet the performance
criteria three generations ahead is ~0.047pH for the Q
scenario and 0.4pH for the T scenario. Similarly, the path
resistance scaling beginning as before from a hypothetical
value of 3.2 mΩ for the 0.18µm generation leads to a
value of ~0.017 mΩ for the Q scenario and ~0.38 mΩ for
the T scenario. The RS scenario lies somewhere in
between these numbers.
This illustrates the
impracticality of scaling assembly technology parameters,
as demanded by these scaling laws, in order that the
performance requirements be met. It is becoming
increasingly evident that increases in power or supply
currents will require new architectures for power delivery
to microprocessors in deep sub-micron processes.
While devices such as the VRMs shown in Figure 3 have
advanced in their capability to deliver power, it is seen
that solutions such as the Power-Pod (Figure 4), adopted
for the anticipated high power and supply current
numbers for the Intel Itanium™ family of processors will
also be insufficient to meet the requirements of the 65nm
node.
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Figure 5: Scaling trends for package loop inductance and series path resistance

THERMAL MANAGEMENT
CONSIDERATIONS
Technical challenges in the thermal management of
microprocessors arise from two causes: (a) increasing
power dissipation, which is concomitant with increasing
performance; and (b) the need to cool regions of local
power concentrations, often referred to as “hot spots.”
Typically, thermal management features are integrated
in packages to spread heat while transporting heat from
the die to the heat sink. The heat sink in turn dissipates
heat to the local environment (see Figure 6 for a
pictorial representation of this process).
The thermal management problem is one of ducting the
Thermal Design Power (TDP) from the die surface at
temperature Tj (commonly referred to as junction
temperature) to the ambient at temperature Ta. In
general
terms,
the
temperature
difference
(Tj – Ta) is expected to slowly reduce over time since
Tj can typically be forced lower by reliability and
performance expectations, and Ta can be forced higher
due to heating of the inside box air caused by increased
integration and shrinking box sizes. Figure 2 shows
TDP trends over time, and a simple scaling projection
(as shown in the ITRS [4], for instance) indicates that
the TDP will increase as a function of time, assuming
no major design breakthroughs, which reduce
microprocessor power, occur.
Thus the thermal
challenge arises from the fact that increasing values of
TDP have to be ported between a diminishing
temperature difference.
This challenge is exacerbated by another very important
factor. On-die power distribution is typically not
uniform.
With increasing performance, the nonuniformity of on-die power distribution increases, and
Emerging Directions For Packaging Technologies

there are regions of the die dissipating high heat flux
densities. These regions are commonly referred to as
hot spots. Since the temperature of the hot spot can
often affect performance and will always govern the
overall reliability of the silicon, maintaining the hot spot
temperature below certain limits is a requirement in
thermal design.
This leads to two undesirable
consequences: (a) the focus on cooling the hot spot
leads to a general over-design in the microprocessor
cooling solution; and (b) the non-uniformity in the heat
source limits the total amount of heat that can be
managed by a thermal solution. The overall problem is
graphically illustrated in Figure 7, which shows a plot of
the overall cooling capability of different thermal
solutions as a function of the Density Factor (DF), a
factor defined in [5] as a measure of the impact of
power non-uniformity.
Other significant constraints that must always be
understood are the cost and integration constraints.
While increasing power demands more sophisticated
thermal management solutions, they have to stay within
cost bounds dictated by the market segments in order to
be economically viable. The solutions must also be
capable of fitting within the chassis form factors and
when assembled with the rest of the components, they
should not reduce the reliability of the overall system.

Thermal Solution Strategies
An obvious solution is to mitigate the problem by
design, i.e., design processors that are power efficient
and have benign power topologies. This can be done by
ensuring that thermal considerations are part of the
design process rather than an afterthought.
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Figure 6: Temperatures and hierarchy in microprocessor cooling

1.

Hot spot mitigation: The goal of this would be to
even out the temperature profiles due to nonuniform power distributions, as close to the source
as possible, by spreading out the heat. The use of
efficient and cost-effective methods to spread out
the heat will increase cooling capabilities by
reducing the Density Factor (DF) as seen in Figure
7. Spreading can be accomplished by optimal
material and design development.
One good
example of this is shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 (a)
shows an Integrated Heat Spreader (IHS) included
in the packaging for Pentium 4 processors, and
Figure 8 (b) shows an integrated heat pipe lid
developed for the Itanium™ processor.

Typical Air Cooling
Cooling Capability [W]

Awareness of thermal issues and the need for thermal
co-design has increased over the past few years as
thermal management becomes one of the limiters of
microprocessor performance.
Thermally efficient
designs could slow down the unconstrained increases
predicted in Figure 2 and can help significantly in the
development and deployment of cost-effective thermal
solutions. However, while thermally benign designs are
being developed, they cannot be depended on as the
only strategy. Technology solution strategies need to be
developed in parallel assuming that thermal demands
will increase over time. These solution strategies can be
broadly categorized as follows:

Air Cooling Limit

1

2

3
Density Factor (DF)

4

5

Figure 7: Impact of die power non-uniformity on
cooling capability

Integrated High Conductivity
Heat Spreader

Figure 8(a): Use of IHS for Pentium® 4 processor
Pentium and Itanium are trademarks of Intel
Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and
other countries.
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Interface Material
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Figure 8(b): Heat pipe lid used for Itanium™
processor
2.

Increasing power-handling capability: Currently air
cooling
techniques
are
used
to
cool
microprocessors in most applications, i.e., a metal
heat sink with air blowing over it is the primary
cooling solution of choice.
A representative
analysis of the limits of air-cooling technology
indicate that there are still some opportunities in air
cooling that may be explored to increase cooling
capability.

THERMAL MATERIALS
TECHNOLOGIES
We can identify two basic architectures when describing
heat removal for microprocessor packaging: (a)
Architecture I (FC-XGA1), typically dealing with lowpower (<30W) microprocessors or microprocessors in
height-constrained applications, where the die is directly
attached to the heat sink; and (b) Architecture II (FCXGA2), typically dealing with medium- to high-power
processors (>30W) where an Integrated Heat Spreader
(HIS) is used to spread the heat. The term xGA applies
to either PGA or BGA, and refers to the type of
interconnect between the package and the motherboard.
Figure 9 shows the basic implementation of these two
architectures.
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(b)

( c)
Figure 9: (a) Architecture I; (b) Architecture II; (c)
schematic showing percolation in polymer TIM
In either case, successful thermal management requires
the development of a Thermal Interface Material (TIM)
that comes in contact with the die and heat sink (Figure
9 (a)) or the die and the heat spreader (Figure 9 (b)).
Typically the TIMs are made up of a polymer matrix in
combination with highly thermally conductive fillers
(metal or ceramic) and can be classified as Phase
Change Materials (PCM) and Thermal Greases and
Gels [6]. Heat dissipation through these materials
occurs through the phenomenon of percolation,
schematically illustrated in Figure 9 (c). One can also
consider providing thermal solutions for heat dissipation
entirely through conduction, by utilizing TIMs made up
of metals such as lead, tin, or bismuth. However, to
integrate these metallic TIM material technologies with
the silicon and packaging technology of choice poses an
entirely new set of challenges from a stress, cost, and
infrastructure perspective. An ideal case would be to
develop a composite TIM material that provides
enhanced heat dissipation while balancing the
mechanical properties to minimize package stress.
Developing these composite TIMs can possibly be
achieved in a variety of ways including utilizing recent
developments in nano-material technologies. It is
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expected that one can develop materials with bulk
thermal conductivities 5-10 times of those obtained
using conventional approaches.

PACKAGE SUBSTRATE TECHNOLOGY
Package substrate technology has undergone significant
changes in the past two decades. The early X86
processors were packaged in ceramic substrate with
tungsten (W) or molybdenum (Mo) interconnects.
Ceramic substrates continued to be the substrates of
choice up to the Pentium Pro microprocessor
generation. However, ceramic substrates suffered from
the disadvantage of high dielectric constants, thick
dielectric layers (leading to thick packages), poor

conductor materials relative to Cu (W or Mo), and
limitations on feature size just to name a few. In the
mid 1990s, Intel pioneered the transition from ceramic
to organic substrates. Organic substrates provide better
performance at a lower cost, and have evolved to be the
substrates of choice for microprocessor packaging.
Figure 10 illustrates the substrate evolution for Intel
microprocessor generations.
As future microprocessor and network processors run at
increased clock speeds, significant challenges are
imposed on the performance of the substrate
technology. The key technology drivers are as follows:

Cartridge, Plastic
Land Grid Array
Organic Land
Grid Array



Intel
Pentium
MMX
Processor

Flip Chip Pin
Grid Array 1

2nd generation Pin Grid
Array with Heat Spreader

Pentium II
Processor
Pentium  II
Processor

PentiumIII
processor

Pentium III
Processor
Pentium 4
Processor

Celeron
Processor

Figure 10: Substrate evolution
1) Feature size reduction to increase routing density.
A reduction in feature size of the substrate includes
a reduction in interconnect line width, line spacing,
micro via diameter, capture pad diameter, plated
through-hole diameter, flip-chip bump pad pitch,
and flip-chip pad solder mask opening diameter.
New processes and process materials are required.
These include better photo resist and solder mask
materials for higher resolution, better layer-to-layer
alignment litho tooling and processes to reduce
capture pad size, better mechanical drill bits to drill
smaller plated through holes, better and higher
through-put laser drill equipment for smaller micro
vias, and better dielectric materials for improved
metal adhesion. For today’s state-of-the-art buildup processes, the line width and spacing is at about
25 microns. In about five years, the requirement
will be substantially smaller.
2) Increased performance. In order to meet the
requirements of future high-speed microprocessors,
Emerging Directions For Packaging Technologies

new dielectric materials and new process controls
are needed. The new materials are expected to
have low dielectric constants and low loss tangents.
In addition, impedance matching and impedance
control are critical for high-speed signals.
Impedance control is a direct effect of dielectric
thickness and line width tolerance; therefore, the
control of line width and the tightening of tolerance
are important parameters for future manufacturing
processes. Improved processes and materials are
also needed to reduce dielectric roughness while
maintaining adhesion between the dielectric and
copper lines in the substrate.
3) Increase in mechanical loading. Due to the
increase in performance requirements, the power
dissipation of future-generation microprocessors is
rapidly increasing. As a result, larger and heavier
heat sinks are employed to cool the microprocessor.
In order to maintain intimate contact between the
heat sink and package, a Thermal Interface Material
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(TIM) is introduced between them. The two are
then clamped so that the TIM is as thin as possible.
This leads to fairly large static and dynamic loads
on the package. In addition, the predicted eventual
migration to Land Grid Array (LGA) sockets
implies potentially higher static loading will be
applied to the substrate. The substrate has to
withstand all these mechanical loads through the
life of the device. Another factor to consider is the
implementation of Inner Layer Dielectric materials
on the silicon with low dielectric constants
(commonly referred to as low k ILD materials).
These materials tend to become increasingly fragile
with reduced dielectric constants. It is critical
therefore to have a substrate material where the
stress impact on silicon is mitigated while the
thermo-mechanical reliability of the total system is
maintained. This is another important requirement
for the development of a new class of nextgeneration substrate materials.
4) Thinner substrate. The increase in demand for
thin, portable, laptop computers drives the
requirement for thinner substrates. This challenge
can be addressed on two fronts. Firstly, optimize
design with reduced feature sizes to reduce layer
count. Secondly, develop thinner materials for the
substrate core.
Flex substrates using pliant
polyimide materials are also being used to reduce
thickness; however, cost is a key issue. Lower-cost
flex materials are needed.
Meeting the thin
substrate requirement will require the industry to
invest in new process equipment, handling
equipment, and carriers. This will negatively
impact the cost of the substrate.
5) Lower Cost. If price were no object, then it would
not be as difficult to custom tailor a substrate
technology to meet all the needs stated above.
However, in reality, market pressures require that
the future substrate costs must be reduced to ensure
competitiveness in the marketplace.
In summary, the requirements of continued performance
improvement, higher reliability, smaller features, and
lower cost are driving the development of breakthrough technologies.

CHIP-TO-PACKAGE-LEVEL
INTERCONNECT MATERIALS

years and 80 microns in the next ten years. A
combination of decreasing pitch; environmental
concerns (Pb/Halogen free); mechanical stress concerns
(e.g., for low k dielectric integrity); electrical
requirements (e.g., current density); and cost constraints
are driving the development of bump and underfill
materials technology in an entirely new direction.
Environmental concerns will eventually lead to Pb-free
flip-chip technology through the development of new
bumping materials. A variety of material choices can be
pursued for Pb-free bumping depending on the process
of choice, e.g., plating, printing, stud-bumping etc.
However, as highlighted in the ITRS, the bumping and
underfill technology of choice will have to ensure low k
dielectric integrity. A Pb-free bumping material with
low yield stress and low creep resistance will be a
critical enabler in the future.
The choice of the bumping material guides one towards
the mechanical properties required in the underfill
material (modulus, Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
(CTE), etc.) to ensure adequate fatigue life for the
bumps. Decreasing bump pitch and chip height and
increasing bump density will eventually push the limits
of capillary flow underfill materials. In order to achieve
a breakthrough, one has to look for new directions in
both polymer and filler technologies. Polymer resin
technologies that can provide fundamentally low CTE
(<35 ppm) and low viscosity, and that can be
‘integrated’ with the bumping materials of tomorrow
will emerge as the resins of choice. Filler technologies
that can be combined with this resin of choice to
manage the underfill CTE without impacting flow
and/or the bump-to-package substrate interconnect
would be ideal.
Underfill materials using such
technologies can provide further opportunities to
develop new cost-effective processes.
The ideal underfill material/process technology would
have to be cost effective, and it would have to be
capable of being scaled in such a way as to be
independent of bump pitch and die size. This would
point towards wafer-level underfills, the best case being
where the underfill material/process can be integrated
with the back-end Fab process technology. In summary,
the flip-chip technology of tomorrow will drive a tighter
coupling of silicon processing technology and assembly
packaging technology.
An alternate approach to
meeting the needs of reducing pitch in the die package
interconnect scaling is discussed in the next section.

Organic flip-chip technology is today’s cost effective
technology of choice for meeting high pin count and
high-performance requirements. The ITRS roadmap [4]
predicts the I/O pitch for the die-to-package
interconnect to approach 120 microns in the next five
Emerging Directions For Packaging Technologies
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BUMPLESS BUILD-UP LAYER
PACKAGING
Bumpless Build-Up Layer (BBUL) packaging is a novel
technology developed to meet future packaging
technology requirements.
It is constructed by
fabricating the package layers on top of the chip as
opposed to attaching a chip and package. The BBUL
package provides the advantages of small electrical loop
inductance and reduced thermo-mechanical strain
imposed on interconnects with low k ILD materials.
Furthermore, it allows for high lead count, ready
integration of multiple electronic and optical
components (such as logic, memory, radio frequency,
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), among
others), and inherent scalability. A cross section of a 3layer BBUL package is shown in Figure 11. Intel
initiated the BBUL project with the goal of addressing
scalability, power delivery, and low-k ILD compatibility
issues. Detailed analysis on the advantages of the
BBUL technology may be found in the published
literature [7-9]. Here, we present a summary of the
technical advantages and manufacturing challenges.

BBUL also offers routability advantages over the
standard package. Unlike many versions of flip-chip
assembly (such as capillary underfill), die-package
interconnections can be arbitrarily placed, as there are
no restrictions imposed by an underfill process. This
provides a significant advantage in the number of
signals that can be routed out from the die on a single
layer.

Figure 12: Out-of-plane die M6 to M7 stress for
BBUL (left) and standard package (right)

Figure 11: Schematic cross-section of a 3-layer
BBUL package
The BBUL package shows a reduction in first droop,
largely due to the decreased thickness of the package.
BBUL package loop inductance is dominated by the
inductance of the discrete decoupling capacitors; the
package itself is a minor contributor to the loop
inductance penalty. Another key advantage of BBUL
packaging is in the area of mechanical reliability. The
use of low-k ILD materials on the die is increasing the
susceptibility of the die to mechanical failures caused by
stresses imposed by the package. Figure 12 shows the
relative out-of-plane stress for BBUL versus a standard
package, as predicted using mechanical modeling [8]
with the commercial finite element code ABAQUS (red
is high stress, and blue is low stress on the rainbow
scale) [10]. The figures show significantly reduced
stress for the BBUL architecture.
Equivalent
comparisons for first principle stress and Von Mises
stress are presented elsewhere [8]. We expect that the
BBUL architecture will place lower stresses on the die,
thus providing a mechanical advantage over a standard
package.
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In order to encapsulate the die inside the package, as is
done in BBUL packaging, the process flow must deviate
significantly from standard assembly. The process flow
is shown in Figure 13. With standard assembly, the die
and substrate are fabricated in parallel, tested
independently, and finally assembled together to form
the final package. With BBUL, substrate processing
follows die processing, increasing the total throughput
time and introducing known good die loss. These are
significant manufacturing disadvantages and factor
strongly in the final cost of the packaged die. Currently
we are investigating, along with our package suppliers,
methods of changing to the BBUL process flow and
architecture in the hopes of retaining the performance
advantages as shown above, while reducing the
manufacturing penalty associated with the sequential
process flow.
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Figure 14: Memory increase and footprint on board
Current stacked-chip, scale-package architecture is
shown in Figure 15. Technology efforts are underway
to minimize the thickness of each component within the
package, and the trend in substrate and die thickness is
shown in Figure 16.
Figure 13: BBUL process flow
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Another important direction for packaging is being
driven by cellular communication products. Highly
integrated, small form-factor packages are required to
meet the demands of the emerging 3G application
space. Integration in this environment goes beyond
integration of flash with SRAM to integrating new
memory (PSRAM, LPSDRAM) with a base band in
addition to the traditional memory. In conjunction with
the increase in the number of memory types, the
available footprint on the board is shrinking, as seen in
Figure 14. Vertical integration, i.e., the stacking of
multiple die, is a typical approach to meeting the needs
of this market segment [11]. While addressing in-plane
constraints, vertical integration must also meet stringent
height constraints. As a consequence of the increase in
the types of die that are being stacked, an important
package requirement is the flexibility to mix and change
die within a package to meet demand and accommodate
late changes. For example, the package architecture
must allow for a memory upgrade without causing every
layer of the package to be re-routed. These challenges
are leading to new solutions beyond the current wire
bond stacking found in present-day chip-scale packages.

Figure 16: Trends in die/substrate thicknesses
As limits are approached on minimizing the die
thickness, forming an interconnect through the silicon is
another key direction [12].
The through silicon
interconnect allows for a minimum in-plane and vertical
footprint of the package. The vias are formed as part of
the backend wafer processing, and typical dimensions
are on the order of 10-50 microns in diameter with die
thicknesses ranging from 25-150 microns.
There are two key issues that drive an alternate package
architecture away from die-to-die stacking and towards
package-to-package stacking. The first issue is the
configurability of the different die within a stack. The
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number of possible die combinations is growing
exponentially. At the same time the need to respond to
changes from the customer do not allow for long redesigns to upgrade memory or stack the different
memory with the same base band. A stack-stack
architecture can be designed that allows for minimizing
the required changes by standardizing on-pin locations
in the package-to-package interconnect. The top layer
of the package can be quickly reconfigured without
impacting the other two packages in the stack, as long as
the interconnect terminals supply the same
functionality. The second key issue is stacking a mix of
Known Good Die (KGD) with non-KGD and the
associated yield loss.
Sensitivity to yield losses
increases with the number of die in a stack. Memory
can typically be completely tested by adding a third Sort
step, while a base band cannot be as economically tested
at the wafer level. Therefore, the ability to package and
test the die prior to stacking allows for minimizing die
yield losses. Assembly yield also may dictate the need
to perform an open/short testing as the packages are
stacked. The mix and number of die within a stack will
eventually dictate the decision to use die/die stacking
versus package/package stacking architectures.
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SUMMARY
Packaging is one of the key enablers for microprocessor
performance. As performance increases, the technical
challenges in the areas of power delivery, interconnect
scaling, interconnect performance, power removal, and
mechanical reliability increase. This in turn requires the
development of new materials and package architectures
to enable microprocessor performance. A general
overview of the emerging trends has been presented in
this paper. An attempt has also been made to provide a
context for some of the cost and integration constraints
imposed by market conditions on the choice of
materials, packaging architectures, and form factors.
Similarly, some of the unique requirements in the
cellular market segment due to various form factor and
integration requirements have been discussed to provide
insight into some of the emergent packaging trends.
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